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HIGH AND LOW
Predicted low tonight aod high 
Friday at Kcknma 30 and 60. 
Temperatures recorded Wednes­
day Sp and 54.
Daily FORECASTVariable cloudiness today with isolated showers mostly along th e , mountains. Sunny tomorrow. Little change In temperature. Light winds.
VoL 54 Price 5 Cents
6 ,0 0 0  Rally | b id s  f o r  d ic t a t o r  s t a l in 's  m a n t l e
In Montreal
To Hear PM
B y  B I L L  B O S S  
* • C a n a d ia n  P r e s s  S ta j f  W r i te r
MONTREAL (C P)—Prime Minister Diefenbakcr, ad­
dressing an enthusiastic mammoth Progressive Conservative 
rally Wednesday night, invited Quebec electors to “embarrass” 
him when he forms his next cabinet by giving him greater
support in Parliament.
Making a major pitch to Que­
bec voters, who command 75 
House of Comons scats, he urged 




By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The final national television 
broadcasts of the March 31. elec­
tion campaign wil be made to­
night by Prime Minister Diefen- 
baker and Li'oeral Leader Lester 
B. Pearson.
Mr. Diefenbakcr will speak 
from Quebec City at 8:15 p.m. 
MST, Mr. Pearson from Ottawa 
15 minutes earlier.
CCF Leader M. J. Coldwell 
and Social Credit Leader ^ lon  
Low made their final national 
CBC television appearances Tues­
day night. Mr. Coldwell speaks 
tonight at St. Boniface, Man., and 
Mr. Low addresses meetings at 
Hines Creek and Fairview in his 
Alterta riding of Peace River.
Mr. Diefenbakcr and Mr. Pear­
son will both conclude their cam 
paigns in eastern Ontario.
The prime minister will wind 
up with four receptions in Ottawa 
Saturday before flying to Prince 
Albert, Sask., his horn constitu­
ency.
Mr. Pearson will spend Satur­
day at Arnpripr, Renfrew, Deep 
Biver and Pembroke and be in 
Ottawa election day, Monday!
Mr. Coldwell flies tp.Saska,topn 
Friday and will' bS in his home 
riding of Rosetown-Biggar Mon­
day. Mr. Low will address meet­
ings in his constituency until Sat­






VANCOUVER (CP) — E. H. 
Walker, president and general 
manager of General Motors of 
Canada, says he believes his 
company would sell cars to Com­
munist China.
Mr. Walker, here in connection 
with a dist)lay by his firm, said 
the current business recession 
“ hasn’t bothered us, nor has un­
employment.” Unit sales .since 
Jan. 1 were up 14.1 per cent over 
the corresponding period lasit 
year. The company planned re­
cord budgets this year for retool­
ing and advertising.
language that in next Monday’s 
general elections they elect more 
than the nine PC members re­
turned to the "Commons last June.
■rhe prime minister, who at­
tracted an estimated 6,(X)0 to the 
rally (4,5(K) inside and 1,500 out­
side in 40-degrce weather), made 
one of his campaign’s rare per­
sonal references to former Lib­
eral Leader Louis St. Laurent, 
at the same time ridiculing Lib­
eral campaign literature as “un­
diluted fiction.”
Montreal area returned two PC 
supporters in the last election, one 
being Postmaster - General Wil­
liam Hamilton, who also spoke 
Wednesday night.
STANDING OVATION 
The crowd accorded Mr. Dief- 
enbaker a two-minute standing 
ovation at the conclusion of his 
address and during its course 
sang the traditional II a Gagne 
Ses Epaulettes (He’s Won His 
Laurels) as he completed the 15- 
minute French-language portion.
Speaking in French and Eng­
lish, Mr. Diefenbaker reviewed 
his government’s record in social 
security,' finance, public works, 
resources development and in 
coping- with unemployment.
Mr. Diefenbaker said he was 
pleased with “ very encouraging 
reports fronj this province re­
garding the results of next Mon 
day’s election.” Many of the Que 
bee candidates were men of cabi­
net calibre.
. . .1  am asking you to send 
to Ottawa a strong representa­
tion from this province and I 
hope you will embarrass me with 
the number of cabinet calibre 
you will return when it comes to 
strengthen French-speaking rep- 
resentatioiT'in-the cabinet.” 
NEVER SAID IT 
During his speech Mr. Diefen­
baker held high'what he said was 
a French-language Liberal elec­
tion pamphelt, cut out in the 
form of his own silhouette. He 
said it contained “quotations 
from a Liberal newspaper of 
w hat'I would have said, if I had 
said, but never did say.”
“It is a literary masterpiece of 
deception and indicates the de­
gree to which the Liberal, party 
fears for itself next Monday. I 
ask you to read this if you want 
;ome undiluted fiction.”
He said Mr. St. Laurent had 
undertaken not to defeat the 
Diefenbaker government in the 
last parliament, in which the gov­
ernment did not command an 
over-al majority.
"Mr. St. Laurent lived up to 
his word — let me make that 
clear. What about those who sat 
behind him when the leader was 
about to give up? Each became a 
leader unto himself. Mr. St, 
Laurent said he would move no 
vote of non-confidence. That gave 
the CCF a chance."
i
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Police Chief CJordon Ambrose 
was driving a police car on a 
city street Monday when an 
officer flagged him down and 
—yes—gave him a speeding 
ticket.
“ I was given a traffic offence 
notice for exceeding 30 miles 
an hour,” the deputy chief said 
Wednesday.
He declined to discuss the 
matter further.
'i
YOUTHS ESCAPE VIOLENT DEATH
Three Rutland youths jex- 
capod virtually unhurt from ; 
this wreckage in Rutland last
night. Gar, . beyond, repair, 
sheafed telephone pole pn Bond 
road after colliding with disc
TOWNSEND-MARGARET VISIT 
DOESN'T ALTER "SITUATION"
" LONDON (C P)—Group Captain Peter Townsend 
said today the fact he has seen*̂  Princess Margaret again 
does not in any way “alter the princess’ statement in the 
autumn of 1955.” In that statement the pripcess said she 
did not intend to marry Townsend. •
Through his lawyer, Alan Phillpotts, Townsend issued 
this statement;
“There are no grounds whatever for supposing that 
my seeing Princess Margaret in any way alters the situa­
tion declared specifically in the princess’ statement in 
. the autumn of 1955.”
AT NEW WESTMINSTER MEETING
Bennett
being towed by tractor.










The Cow Bell Tolls
. NEW '.WESTMINSTER, B,C. hut 
(CP)—Hostile placards, cafcalKs 
and a cow bell kept a meeting of 
1,300 persons- in uproar Wednes­
day nfght ns Premier W. A. C. 
Dennett and Attorney - General 
Robert Bonner of British Colunu 
bin outlined the Social Credit 
election platform.
TlRs noise started n.s a man 
tried to carry Into the hall signs 
reading "Social Credit,m eans 
funny money" and "Social Credit 
means chaos,” Ho wn.s blocked 
by members of thd nudlence.
no fire" and then 
cow," At each display nearby 
spectators seized one of the cards 
fLom its bearers and tore it up.
As the "Socred cow" sign was 
spelled out. one of the hecklers 
started to toll a cow bell.
"That bell is going to toll the 
death knoll of the Conservative 
party," said the premier.
The heckling went on through­
out. One man shouted: "You
made a mess of everything" and 
the premier replied: "No one 
sho<»ts at a dead duck."
"Bang, bang,” said another 
heckler.
Hecklers then rose In the front _ _ _ spi sAuq 
row, each carrying a letter card) 
to spelt our first " U t of smoke‘ CRANBROOK (CP)
SPOT NEWS IN BRIEF
Socred cinl CCF Lender Robert Strachan 
.speaking Wcdne.sdny night on be­
half of Kootenay East candidate 
Dave Bjerstedt said U.S. domina­
tion of Canada politically and 
economically is detrimental to 
Canada's long-term Interests.
He said a Canadian subsidiary 
of ai) American manufacturer 
reported recently the U.S. had 
f I owned on a $10,000,000 sale of 
Cnnndlnh automobiles:
The Diefenbaker government 
had apparently withhold any pro­
test at this flagrant Intervention 
in Canadian affairs by American 
Inierosts, he said.
"Obsolete defence measures, 
cost $2,000,000,000 at least half of 
which should have been diverted 
to constructive uses,” Mr. Stra 
chan said. \
"We need an army of teachers, 
nurses, social workers, engineers 
and builders,” he said, “not an 
army of soldiers or unemployed.”
Three 17 - year - old Rutland 
youths today are recovering from 
the scare of their lives after the 
small imported car in which they 
were riding was almost demolish­
ed early last night.
The auto was so bacjly wrecked 
that it had to be lifted up at the 
spot and carried in by the tow 
truck, not pulled.
And yet, the three youths es­
caped with only a severe shaking 
up, though one of, them, Tony 
Brcgcda, had to be treated at 
hospital for a minor hip injury. 
The mishap occurred on Bond 
Rond, in Rutland.
RCMP investigating- the acci­
dent said the auto struck a disc 
being pulled by an unllghtcd 
tractor in the opposite direction 
to which the car was proceeding. 
The car then veered into the 
ditch and struck a telephone polo, 
shearing it off,
All the youths stayed with the
including petroleum, in
mlne.s and mnhufnAuring to for- hospital in
eign Interests. RCMP patrol car, was rclea.s-
He said that foreign interests (•’•-'ot'ioont.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
United States said today it will 
make up five attempt^ to send 
unmanned space vehicles to the 
vicinity oj .the moon.
The White House and defence 
department issued separate an­
nouncements of the plans.
Defence Secretary Neil McEl 
roy said that with President 
Eisenhower’s approval the de­
fence department’s advanced re­
search projects agency “will pro- 
eeed with several programs for 
, launching a-numl)en>fOTialI, tin- 
manned space vehicles.”
An initial allocation of about 
$8,000,000 has been made to start 
the space program.
The U.S. thus moved to follow 
up Eisenhower’s statement Wed- 
r esday night that studies of outer 
space can provide benefits for the 
world’s people and their children 
ALL THREE FORCES 
McElroy said the army, air 
force and navy are being issued 
instructions to undertake the new 
programs.
The defence department an­
nouncement said:
"The programs authorized in­
clude both scientific earth satel­
lites and efforts to determine our 
capability of exploring space in 
the vicinity of the moon, to ob­
tain useful data concerning the 
moon, and provide a close look 
at the moon. In technical terms 
these programs are called "lunar 
probes.”
’’Authority to undertake one, 
and possibly two, lunar probes 
was given the army’s ballistic 
missile agency (ABMA) at Hunts­
ville, Ala. ABMA was also auth­
orized to launch two and possibly 
three earth satellites. Modified 
.Tupiter-C rockets will be used in 
the.se projects.
”A program epfling for three 
lunar probes Was as.sigrted to the 
air force ballistic missile division 
(BMD), Lo.s Angeles, Calif. BMD 
will use a Thor-Vanguard sy.stcm 
with a third stage to be dcvel 
oped. ____
Proyln-
VICTORIA (CP) — Radioactive 
rain, the re.swU of recent Russian 
nuclear cxpldalons, loll on Vic­
toria early this week.
IH)RT OF SPAIN, Trinidad 
IRcutcrsl—Sir Grantlcy Adamsi 
leading West Indian lawyer, was 
(ponfirmed today ns' the first 
. prime minister of the newly-pro­
claimed federation of the 10 major 
British Caribbean Islands.
PENWCTON (CP)-r-A Nelson 
bus d rlw r Yf«» killed here early 
today When a cor in which h« 
was a passengCr shearer! off a 
power pole. ' ,
VÂ ’COUVER (CP)-*'I l̂n UP'
hill, 83-ycnr-old veteran |..nbor 
member ol the legislature for 
Ferule, has gone Into 'hospital for 
n checkup, llospltnl authorities 
said he was in "satisfactory" 
condition.
TbUONTO (CP)—The 1958\scs- 
slon of the Ontario 1 leglslnlurc 
was piorogucil today by Llcutcn- 
isnt-GovernoT J . KeiUer Mackay 
after, ho gave royal assent tr> m  
bUls. I
IXINDON (Reuters) — Russia 
clalmcrl today to' have fired a 
ringlc-slnge rocket Weighing Uk 
toils, to a . record height of 204 
miles, nn() that l( returnerl to 
earth ”)st a prcdeternlilncd spot.”
AID FOR FERNIE
FERNIE (CP)—Diversified in­
dustries in the Fcrnle area with 
federal aid would be soughf If 
the Progressive Conservatives 
win the election, Dean Flnlayson, 
B.C. Progressive Conservative 
leader told a party meeting Wed̂ - 
•iciday liight.
Ho was 8|)cnklng on behalf of 
Murray McFarlnnc, PC candi­
date (or Kootenay East.
The future of Canada was being 
plannwl with the development of 
resources and human betterment. 
Under the Conservatives. Canada 
would get a BIU df Rights, he 
said. .
Mr. Flnlayson decried the "sell 
ing out” dl Canadian resources
held the future of a community 
in its hnnd.s and could bring an 
end to an industry by a phono 
call. He cited the recent closure 
at Britannia as an example,
U r IN SMOKE
CRANBROOK. B.C. (CP) 
CCF candidate Dave Bjnrstedt 
returned from a political meeting 
Wednesday night to find his com- 
mittcc rooms in this Kootenay 
East centre had gone up in 
smoke,
A fire which broke but In the 
OK Rubber Welding shop swiftly 
spread to the niljolnl^g CCF. head­
quarters and Kingsgato Customs 
Brokerage office. Firemen said 
noUilng could be saved from the 
premises.
(jlause of the blaze could not 
be determined Immediately and 
no estimate of damage was avail­
able.
Police said the driver was H 
G. Even, son of the owner of the 
car (H. H. Even, Rutland). The 
third occupant of the car was 
Frank Bnumgarten.
The trgetor and disc belonged 
to S, Tnmnki, Rutland, according 




WIIALLEL. D.C. (CP) Gordon 
Dowding, CCF member of the 
legislature) for Burnaby, says 10 
Social Credit MLAs will quit the 
party if former lands mltilstcr 
Robert Soipmcrs Is fodnd guilty 
of wrongdoing. ' ,
Mr. Sommor*. Social Credit 
MLA for Rosslnnd-Trall, is await­
ing trlhl bn charics of, conspiracy 
and occepUng brllHsit.
Mr, Dowding told »' pollUcnl 
roily here Wednesday night he 
hod’̂ been informed «I the MLAs* 
intentions by members of the 
B.C. SocW Credit Association.
U,S. Curbs May 
A ffe tt Canada
OTTAWA (CP) -  Canadian oil 
cxiKirts to the United .States mny 
bt- affected by neWv United States 
restrictions agnlnst\ Imiiorts but 
government officials said today 
the extent Is not yet clear, '
*rhe officials were commenting 
on a statement In Washington by 
President El.^icnhower announcing 
further curbs, effective April 1 
on the imiiort of foreign oil. Un 
dcr the new order American i>c- 
(rolcum companies cast of the 
Rocky Mountains must reduce 





HOLLYWOOD (AP) -  Joanne 
Woodward and Britain’s "man of 
1,0()0 faces,” Alec Guinness, hold 
the new Motion Picture Academy 
awards.
The Bridge on the River Kwnl 
was voted the best picture Wcd­
ne.sdny night at Hollywood’s 30th 
awards presentation, a show that 
many critics called one of the 
beat ever.
Red Buttons, a comic unwanted 
by television, won the supporting- 
actor Oscar for. his first movie 
and first serious role. Buttons 
played the American nlrhinn who 
nanrried a Japanese girl In Say 
onnrn. ■
And MiyoshI Umokl, who play 
cd Buttons’ wife In the picture, 
won the feminine supporting 
Oscar,
MOSCOW (C P)—Nikita Khrushchev today took over 
personal’ control of both state and party in Russia, replacing 
)Jikolai Bulganin'as premier.
The stocky little Ukrainian hitherto had not held formal 
office in the Soviet government, although his power as first 
secretary of the Communist party was enormous.
Now he holds both posts—as Stalin did at the height of 
lis power.
Khrushchev was elected pse- 
mier at a joint session of both 
houses of the Soviet parliament, 
the Supreme Soviet.
The crowded Kremlin chamber 
fell silent for a moment after the 
announcement was made. Then 
thunderous applause rose from 
the 1,378 assembled. To a man 
they rose to their feet, clapping 
wildly.
THIRD TO HOLD BOTH
His selection was announced by 
President Klementi Voroshilov, 
who had himself been re-elected 
a few minutes earlier.
Bulganin submitted his formal 
resignation as premier—a post he 
had held since February, 1955— 
as the joint session of the Su 
preme ^ v ie i  began.
Then Voroshilov named Khrush­
chev as the new head of govern­
ment.
Khrushchev is also first secre 
tary of the party’s central com­
mittee. He now becomes the third 
man in recent times to hold both 
lea^ng positions in the Soviet 
Union at the same time,, ■, .
Tbe others “ wete Slalra and 
(leorgi Malenkov. Malenkov held 
the twin posts for less . than b 
month in 1953.
WIDELY EXPECTED 
Bulganin’s eclipse had been 
widely expected because of his 
virtual disappearance from pub­
lic events since March 16.
Bulganin appeared today at the 
session of the Council of Nation 
alities of which he is a member 
His face was grave although he 
smiled at the applause as he en 
tered.
After Voroshilov’s statement, 
which amounted to nomination, 
the p a r l i a m e n t a r y  ma­
chinery went Into action to make 
Khrushchev head of government.
As such he will face Western 
leaders across the table If a sum­
mit conference is held.
The Moscow Communist party 
chairman, I. V. Kapitonov moved 
a resolution accepting Bulganin’s 
resignation and approving Voro­
shilov’s new council of mini.sters 
with Khrushchev as chairman.
Bulganin joined in the applause 
as Voroshilov named Khrushchev 
as the new premier,
Khrushchev himself did not join 
In the applause but stood quietly 
with his head bowed.
HALT TESTS?
Voroshilov began his statement 
by declaring that all Soviet people 
know Khrushchev as an outstand­
ing statesman in the Soviet gov­
ernment and the C o m m u n i s t  
party.
He gave the new premier the 
assignment of naming members 
of his government and presenting
See KHRUSHCHEV-Paie 16
Khrushchev 
Is Not Yet 
New Stalin
By WILLUM L. RYAN 
AP Foreign News Analyst
The Soviet people have a new 
one-man dictatorship today—but 
not yet a new Stalin.
Nikita Sergeyevich Khrushchev, 
less thah a month aWay from his 
64th birthday, has moved boldly 
to take into, his hands a power 
comparable to that held by Jo- 
.seph Stalin in the last 15 years of 
that dictator’s reign.
By pushing aside his courtly 
and goateed shadow. Marshal 
Nikolai Bulganin, pnd stepping 
himself into the role of premier, 
Khrushchev hcdd^.Jthe reins of 
total power. He is head of the 
government and leader of the 
Communist party. The much- 
touted ’’collective leadership” in­
stalled after Stalin died just five 
years ago now is a thing of the 
past.
But Khrushchev still has a long 
way to go before he wields a 
power equal to Stalin's. There re­
mains internal political opposition 
to Khrushchev, and he will have 
to snuff it out.
There was—and still is—strong 
opposition within the party to 
Khrushchev’s internal policies, 
particularly with regard to his 
new agricultural program. Many 
Communist economists view it as 
a move away from communism,
Khrushchev, in his climb, quick­
ly thwarted Georgi Malenkov’s 
bid to be the new Stalin and 
finally disgraced and exiled him.
Last year’s purge of Malenkov 
and the so-called "anti - party 
group” which included V. M. Mol-* 
olov and L. M. Kaganovich, 
brought total power within 
Khrushchev’s reach, but even 
then he was hesitant. General be­
lief had been that he would in­
stall one of his trusted henchmen 
into the premiership and be con­
tent to rule behind the scenes.
There must have been compel­
ling ren.sons behind Khi;uBhchev’a 
move. Perhaps It was a question 
of now or never.
, FAVORITE DATE
NORTH PROVIDENCE, R.I. 
(AP)—A daughter was born Sun­
day to Mrs. Vincent Monti—the 
fourth member of the family born 
on March 23, Mr, nnd'Mrs. Monti 
and their first daughter, Diane, 
also were born on March 23,
B.C. Orangemen Urged 
To Vote Conservative
VANCOUVER (CP)-Membors 
of the Orange Lodge In British 
Columbia have been urged by 
their executive to vote Ciinscrva- 
tlvc March 31 on the grounds that 
Prime Minl-stcr Diefenbakcr Is an 
Orangeman.
The "how tq vote” directive 
was mailed to some 1,500 mom 
bers of the Ixiynl Orange Asso­
ciation, Grand I.x)dgo of B.C, It 
said in part:
Ince; " S o m e b o d y  inoust hnv» 
snatched a copy and sent It down 
there."
The letter was first tised In tna 
campaign Sunday by former Llli* 
crnl member of Parliament Aug­
ust Vincent, s p 0 a k 1 n g at Ixm- 
giicull, a suburb of Montreal,
Senator S.vdncy Smith, presi­
dent of the B.C. Liberal Associa­
tion, said: ”Wo regret thin Issua 
has been Injected into the cam-, 
pnign. 'fhe LHwrnl party tradi-
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . . AND LDW
Kamloops 69; Fort ' Arthur, 
Ont., and Prince Albert* Bosk,,
It. ,, ' ■.
Explorer Ill's  
Orbit Wobbly
CAPE CANAVERAL. Un. (API 
—Explorer HI, the world’s new­
est satellite, dipped and soared 
Uxiny through the Strangest orbit 
pattern man has yet established.
Unseen but overheard ns its ra­
dio voice untiringly transmits nl- 
formatlon on ita out-of-thls-World 
fnvironmisnt, the new American 
moon 12 times a day staggers up 
a i^  up until it Is about 1,7(W 
miles out in space.
The Conservative party under Honally h ^  ^ r^ M n e e rn e d ^ d v e r  
the leadership ol Mr. John Did- «nlty. • • We 
enbaker, who is an  Orangeman, any tpovc to counter to that.
is the only party an Orangeman 
can conscientiously vote for, , .
Get out and vote Conservative on 
March 31. This Is the Orange­
men’s opportunity. . .
Existence of the letter was dis­
closed In the election campaign In 
Quebec and confirmed here to­
day by the author, ,11. J. Crass- 
wellcr of suburban Burnaby. '
ONLY IN B.C.
Mr. CrassWcIler signed the let 
ter "for the legislative commlb 
tee” of the lodge. Ho said It was 
the decision, of six executive 
members of ,'the Grand Orange 
Lodge of D.C. ) ,
But he said the letter had not
b^cn circulated outside tha prov- day.
Face 
4  Negotiations
MONtnilAL (CP) Canada'i 
two big ral|whya. nfe, engaged— 
or
wparafo’( M | | p i , wdgoUa^a
with luff atXHd
conciliation stages. ’ 
irho biggest Is (lie multl-milllon- 
duUar scrap ,vd«h Hi wnlwia rep- 
resenting 150,000 non-operatora, 
ConcIllaUM la ta resuma Tuca*
TOE DAILY COUmiEK. tlran.. Mircli 2T. W58
i s
N e w  1958 4-D oor
O L D S M O B I L E
YO U’LL BE OVERJOYED to w in  this truly beautiful. 
N ew  1958 OLDSMOBILE 4-D oor Sedan, w ith  
W hitewall Tires, Heater, Gas and Licence . . .  or 
to w in one of the 500 lovely, creamy, long 
lasting, 69^ Tangeo Lipsticks in your favourH^  
shade^. .  Remember, your oppor­
tunity to w in is greater than usual 
because this Contest is for cus­
tomers who shop at SUPER-VALU 
Stores . . .  So, get your free entry 
form atony SUPER-VALU and enter 
today! • .  * It’s Easy . . .  It's Fun!
' ' ,V 'Ci.
 ̂ * [i
VO ov
,OU COULD
SOO hoppy 'b 9 c 5 w iv c \» y p e
Tongoc.Wp^V’' ^ ' „ ono today-
Contest Br a n d  Values
low Price-H igh Quality
Solo Margarine
Get these- -  1  \ i
Contest Brands and SAVE I  ^
FREE Tea Towel i  
in every package of i
BREEZE t r  I
Special 7^ Reduction OKcr
Giant Size 7  9 c
The Liquid Miracle
Good lu c k
Margarine
2 -6 7 c
. .  w ith  W h ite w a ll Tires,
H eate r, Gas a n d  Licence
All Prices Effective Thurs., Fri., Sat., March 27 , 28 , 29
■ 1 ^
Faultless, Barn Yard .  ^  -  pkg. 35c  
Faultless, Jelly Eggs -  -  -  -  pkg. 39c
Nabob. Special offer,
33 oz. b o ttle .......... ......
York Fancy,
2 lb. cello..............
Peas Snowcap - -  - .  -  2 lb.
89c
cello 3 9 c
I  A  H H  Nabob, made from Pure Fruit 
J # % I Y I  in season .  - - -  - 4  lb. tin
ir PIE FILLER One foil pie plate FREE with Purchase of Two Tins. Apple and Loganberry, Sun-Rype, 20 oz. tins............ .....
JUICE Sun-Rype, 48  oz. tins.
Pastel LUX Toilet Soap








King l^i/c, Special 15<
Reduction Olftr, t i n   ^  ^











G rdb A A © 9 t o i i e M l  CharloMc. >/.’l .................  ..... .....................  ....  «“
G raham  W a fe rs  McCormick’s, 1 3ŷ'OZ... .. ... . Bn ^  3 ^
T o m a to  P aste  (i-ox. .  .. 2 fins 2 3 c
■ C o rn e d  B e e f b. , . . . ™ , ...
P lh ieapp le  Ubb,’. lUwaUnn, .llced, M-oz. ..  .. ..  ..3 4 C
M u ffe d  -  1 7 c
i  COFFEE
lb.
Contest Br a n d
F r e s h l y  G r o u n d
B leach
Quaker, Special Offer
Perfex, Special .Offer .. gallon
J i ' *1̂ iN ‘ , ,1 ' , I'l.'K'......
'
I I r. .S 1-̂  ^. .■ IK' . :  ' ’ ■




Jumbo Size Mexican, ,
Sweet and Juicy - .  - dozen
Okanagan Extra Fancy,
Jumbo Size Winesaps. . . .  dozen
^  GRAPEFRUIT Famous Florida Pinks or Whites __
★  CARROTS 
49c ★POTATOES 
35c ★  MUSHROOMS
California, New Crop, Crisp and ^  ^
Tender . . . . .  3 lb. cello
25 lb. cello -  99c • 
Local Red PontiacsIO lb. cello
In beautiful condition at 
a special low price.
1 lb. pkg............... ....... ...
u « . ■ .0
m eats
★  LEG of LAMB Fresh Spring Lamb .  .  .  lb.
“A" ROAST Grade "A "Beef .  .  .  .  -  - - lb.
★  VEAL CHOPSLoin, from milk-fed Veal - .  .  .  lb.
Bakery "T rea t o f the W eek" Spotlight "Feature of the W eek"
BRAZIL NUT. McCOLL'S
Coffee Cake Peanut Butter
Fresh each day,
1 6 o z . j a r  .  .  - - .  - - -  4 1 C
Attention All Gardeners!
Our (iarden Shop is Now Open . . .
Look a t These Super-Valii Contests
Located on the Parking Area immediately back of the
Store.
Here arc just a few of the items which arc now available: 
Bulb.s —  Seeds —  Rose Bushes —  Shrubs 
All types of Fertilizers —  AH Garden Tools 
Sweet Pea Nets —  Garden Twine ~  Gardening Gloves 
Hoses —  Sprinklers
A FREE Old.smobllc — a FREE , Nash —  oiir Casino 
Jackpot nearly $300.00. All this and 13,000 other prizes 
valued at over $50,000.00,
; Get lull details on All Contests at Supcr>Valu.
\




Swift's Picnic Style, dandy for 
hot dogs, 1 lb. cello .  .  .  -73c ★WIENERS
55c ★  W H in  nSH
★COOKED HAM
1958 Catch .  -  - lb.
Sliced,
8oz .  pkg. .
Over 13,000 Prizes Worth $50,000 To Be 
Won In SUPER-VALU's Cross-Out Contest!
RULES —  IM PO RTA N T—  RPAD CAREFULLY
1. Place nn X in pencil over the alphabet letter 
to rifiht ot the numbers on your, card, if the 
same number appears properly In the 
SUPER-VALU newspaper ad.
' 'W h e re  Q u a l i f y  C o s ts  N o  M o re ”
2. In each week’s SUPER-VALU newspaper ad 
.30 numbers will each bo enclo.sed in a 
squore-circlo-diamond, etc. You can mutch 
these numbers with numbers on any card.
3 If you have five consecutive numbers in a 
' row-down, across or dlaKonnlly--you have 
a wltinlng card. To, rccclvo your gift, return 
the card as Instructed on tho back of the 
card.
4, Numbers on your card are to bo matched 
against numbers in tho SUPERtVAIjU news­
paper ad. Check tho ^ I ’ER-VALU news-
, paper carefully.
5, Cards can bo played on any of the news­
paper ads or reprints during tho twelve 
weeks but cards are winners and rodccin- 
ablo only If played on an Individual week s 
newspaper ad or roprlntii In storosi and ail 
30 numbers that week In the, newspaper ad 
are surrounded by the same shnpo circle- 
square-diamond, etc, ^
6, Wo reservd the right U) correct any type*- < 
graphical or other error or errors which 
might appear In any published matter , In 
connection wlUi this game <« 
winning cards not obtained through legiti­
mate channels,
1 " C lio s s -O U T ”  canlK mo glvln away freely 
’ at all S U P E R -V A L U  stores, no purchases 
are required.; ,
8. Elimination' contest will Iw field If 
are sent In for more than two ButonwbWCB, 
one mink stole, one refrigerator/ and one 
range.
rnnada and US Patent Pending U.S. 1P37. t&54. IWS. 10.56 and J057. C«na(ja 
li»5G and 1957 by "Crosa-Out” Advertising Co. Inc., Box 5S1. St. I/)uU, Mo., UJJ.A.
OWNED FOOD ■> »
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Trade Board M ay Have Set 
Nev^ Pattern For M eetings
t
The Kelowna Board of Trade may have 
tet a new pattern insofar as meetings arc 
concerned.
'Ihis week the local organization inaugur­
ated the first in a scries of regular monthly 
luncheons. And the turnout was most grati­
fying. Around 125 businessmen made a 
jwint of attending the luncheon meeting. 
This is far in excess of the number that 
usually turn out for dinner meetings in the 
evening.
Recently the local tourist bureau changed 
the time of its meetings. Last year members 
ol the executive met in the evening. The 
ficw directors several weeks ago decided to 
meet at 5 p.m. The result was attendance 
ht these meetings also picked up.
Kelowna has always been noted for the 
large number of meetings, particularly in 
the spring and fall months. This is not to 
be deplored. In fact it’s an indication that 
organizations arc interested in the welfare
of the city. But it is becoming a bit of a 
problem to set a meeting date that wilt 
not clash with a major attraction.
Largely due to the same situation, the 
Yakima Chamber of Commerce started hold­
ing luncheons instead of dinner meetings. 
It's nothing unusual for a Vancouver orgxin- 
ization to hold a breakfast party. Attend­
ance at these early-morning meetings has 
also been good. In fact many a businessman 
looks forward to these sessions. They feet 
the breakfast “gab-fests” start the day off 
on the right foot.
No doubt there are many members of local 
organizations who hate their evenings being 
broken up by night meetings. Who knows? 
The board of trade may have started a new 
trend in the city.
On second thought. How about some local 
oiganization being bold enough to hold a 




H e ld  By W est
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
(Specially Written for 
The Kelowna Dally Courier)
OTTAWA — The election cam­
paign of the CCF is based firmly 
on its leaders* belief that their 
hour of destiny is at hand.
In parenthesis, I remain con­
vinced that the greatest factor 
holding it back frorn whatever 
destiny awaits it, is its cumber- 
8pme, unmemorable and quite 
meaningless name.
During the life of the last par­
liament, the deepest thinkers 
among the CCF members, men 
such as the CCF leader M. J. 
Coldwell. their foreign affairs ex­
pert Alistair Stewart .and parlia­
ment’s talkingest bore Stanley 
Knowles, were all openly express­
ing their belief that their , party 
would make modest gains in this 
election: but in the next election 
■would finally knock out the Lib­
eral party, and would emerge as 
the official opposition to the 
Conservative government in par­
liament.
This column has long expressed 
the belief that our cumbersome 
and confusing four-party system 
was no more than a passing fad; 
that inevitably our political pic­
ture would clarify to yield one 
party of the left and one party 
of the right: one party dedicated 
to the principle of state socialism, 
and one party devoted to the 
practice of free-enterprise. This 
development, I have always be­
lieved, would largely have to 
wait upon the disappearance of 
the party leaders ol the post-war
era, but would be accelerated 
by a set-back in our post-war 
prosperity.
I agree wtih the current CCF 
thinking that this hour is now 
about to strike. But 1 disagree 
with the expressed ideas of such 
men as Stanley Knowles as to 
how this hour will strike.
TWO DISTINCT POLICIES 
There is of course always a 
place for a free enterprise party 
under our political system. To 
that party would rightly belong 
the Conservative party as we 
know it now; the Social Creditors 
who are mainly western Con­
servatives in revolt against a 
situation which has now passed; 
the farm wing of the CCF, whose 
interests are diametrically op­
posed to those of organized in­
dustrial labor, and whose unna­
tural mating with that group to 
form the CCF was also a revolt 
of natural Conservatives against 
another situation which has now 
passed; and the right half of the 
Mackenzie King Liberal party 
consisting of the cohesive cleri­
cal group in Quebec and its fol­
lowers and the inhabitants of all 
the prosperous small towns in 
Ontario.
There is no room for a second 
party to the right of the party 
of socialism, though there will 
inevitably in a democracy from 
time to time be pressure groups 
or independents within the bor­
ders of Conservative principles.
The true second party must be 
the , party of socialism, and to 
this belong the extremist think­
ers among organized labor—its
established sections of course 
tend to Conservatism—and the 
left wing of what has been the 
Liberal party here in the past two 
decades, as personified by such 
iiien as Hon. Paul Martin and 
David Croll.
KNOWLES PREDICTS 
Stanley Knows quotes Mr. Pear­
son as saying that he found in 
Western Canada a dwindling sup­
port for splinter parties.
“Mr. Pearson was dead right,” 
said Mr. Knowles. "I agree with 
Mr. Pearson’s shrewd observa­
tion.” And he went on to point 
out that the Liberals are Western 
Canada’s splinter party, holding 
only 8 seats out ol the West’s 72 
seats in our recent parliament, 
and outnumbered by all other 
parties.
“Not only will the Liberals lose 
some of the only 8 seats they still 
hold in the West, they will end 
up with no members at all from 
two or three western provinces. 
Indeed they could be wiped out 
completely. They already have 
one blank in the east, in P.E.I., 
and they may have another. This 
means they will no longer be 
the national party; they will be 
on the way down.”
That makes this election an 
historic one, continues Mr 
Knowles. “The political realign­
ment which has long been due to 
come may be taking place.”
If this realignment is to take 
place, it must come up out of the 
west; for the CCF has no parlia 
mentary representation east of 
the Ontario border.
Mr. Knowles, like most other 
campaigners in this election ig 
rores the Social Credit party. It 
may have a purpose to serve as a 
provincial pressure group in the 




W e  think the powers-that-bc 
In Victoria would take a rather 
jaundiced view of things If the 
. proposed agitation goes ahead for 
an cast side road through to Nara- 
mata. Let us be realistic. Apart 
from Ifs rather dubious military 
value, we don't need it! And for 
that matter, if a military situa­
tion arises whereby the new 
.bridge Is rendered , unusable, 
there Is already a through north- 
south road on the west side. As 
far ns volume of traffic is con­
cerned, Highway 97 can handle 
double or even triple the present
hair-do's worn by the girls! Not 
so long ago, this sort of thing 
would have earned the wearer 
the appelatlon of “Panty Waist!” 
How, times have changed!
Speaking of fancy locks, when 
Elvis Presley reported to the 
draft board for army duty the 
other day, we are told he had 
clipped the cluck cut and elimin­
ated the side-burns. Probably 
figured his army buddies might 
not be as enthusiastic over the 
fancy hair-do ns his “rook and 
roll’ fans were. Unless the army
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a through highway, free of the 
inconveniences of the past.
We would say that tho neatest 
publicity trick of the election 
campaign to date is the manner 
In which the CCF party has turn­
ed the "Follow John" footprints 
to their own advantage, simply 
by reproducing them combined 
with the slogan; “Use Your 
Head, hot your Feet!"
We recently encountered a 
pithy one sentence comment on 
private enterprise. It stated that 
private enterprise ” la the free­
dom of tho individual to make 
up his own mind, to take his own 
chnnce.i, and at tlmea to make 
his own mtatakes." Might add 
that on Monday, March 3lat this 
win alsq apply!
As election day approaches, the 
political aspirants Of all party 
, nfflUatlona tend to get out on 
, the dangcropaly thin limbs of 
. campaign promises. It seems the 
••chicken In every pot” type of 
thing 1* Bttn the liest friend of 
the imrty—any party!!
, TIic “ Flying Symphony" of 
Vancouver, on their recent and 
remarkable Journey ,to northern 
H.C. found that a desire to hear 
goo(l music exists in amaiing 
quantity wherever i>edple live 
The n.C. centennial committee 
find the \ Vancouver Symphony 
Society are to be congratuli^d 
for »|>onsorln|t tho alrUft. The 
memberf 'of the orchestra, many 
of whom had nevtr flown Iwfore, 
can iK! fiuro they have earned the 
ndmlratlon of pU of us fpr serv- 
Ices rendered uqdcr dUflcuU and 
ttiing conditions. >
,'rhe, elaborate ••coiffures” af 
lefted b y . some of today’s , boy 
rertatniy are mdre feminine In 
•f»|ifAr«nce than most 61 the
O N E  T U B E  O F  T A R G O T ®
, MAariTIS OINTMENT
with each five you purchase
Special euiiply ie limited eo come in today. Here’s
your chance to beat moatltle and eave
money at tho eome time.
J*. 8. The yrorei aeoaon for TOoetltle le here rljht novfj
COSI PER TUBE ........ . . ......... .’ $1.10
YOU GET 5 TUBi:S FOR ...... . .. $5.50
or 10 TUBiuS FOR .
Buy Now . . . Save Now at *
WILLITS-TAYLOR DRUGS LTD.
‘ KELOWNA’S REXALL DRUGOiST , '
387 BERNARD AVE, PI>6NE 2019
XomiP oun RCAPgR^ ELBCr^ON WC
IH T o  H O C K E Y  T c R M S -
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B Y G O N E  D A Y S
10 YEARS AGO 
March, IMS
Bud Spitzmesser, an employee 
of the city electric light depart­
ment, was almost electrocuted 
when he touch a “hot" wire 
while climbing an electric light 
pole in the vicinity of the CNR 
station. He fell about 40 feet to 
the ground. Extent of his injuries 
was not known at press time.
Ferry service between Kelowna 
and Westbank will be stepped up 
effective April 1, according to an 
announcement made by H. W. 
Stevens, assistant district engi­
neer, department of public Works. 
Under the revised schedule; both 
the Lcquime and the Pendozi will 
be in operation simultaneously, 
with half-hour service being 
given the public for 18 hours of 
the day. From midnight until 
6:15 a.m. only one ferry will op­
erate, and an hour and a half 
service will be given.
20 YEARS AGO 
March, 1938 
The opening day of the 1938 
season on the Naramata Road 
witnessed a turn-out of 28 en­
thusiasts. The Italian gang, led by 
Charlie Ambrose, was on the Job 
and acomplished some splendid 
work. Percy Harding presided at 
the coffee.
30 YEARS AGO 
March, 1928
To be the headquarters of a
mining company Is wraewhat ot 
a novelty for Kelowim, but thi 
city has been selected as the lo» 
cation of the registered office ot 
Highland Lass, Limited, a hew 
incorporation gazetted lest week 
with a capital of $200,000, divided 
into 200,000 shares.
40 YEARS AGO 
March. 1018
It was announced that the IBII
convention of the B.C. Dairy* 
mea’s Association will be held m 
Kelowna.
50 TEARS AGO 
March. 1908
Mr. C. B. Daniel arrived from 
Vancouver on Friday to take 
charge of the local branch of the 
Royal Bank of Canada, vice Mr. 
R. G. Muirhead, who is retiring 
from the service of the bank to 
engage in business on his own 
account. His departure, which 
took place on Tuesday, is gen* 
erally regretted and we wish all 




Wherefore also he is able to 
save to the uttermost them that 
draw near unto God through 
him. lleb. 7:25.
We have seen utterly corrupt 
men transformed into great 
saints. The day of miracles Is 








Tour Progrossive Family 
Pharmacy la Kelowna
VOTE YOURSELF A
A D D .  $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0  f O  T A K E - - H O M i  P A Y
B O O S T  B N C O M E S  *  S P E N D I N G  P O W E R  •  J O B S
i
T h e  l i b e r a l s  w i l l  m a k e  t a x  c u t s  e t t e c t i w e
h a m  J a n u a r y  1 ^  I 9 S 8
This means a tax refund of $100 million on personal income taxes Beginning June 1,1958,
it means 720 payro ll ittcotne tax  deductions io t  over three million Canadians for a period of 
seven weeks. And it provides similar relief for the self-employed. After the "tax holiday", 
taxation will be at the /ou'^r
it means that newly-weds will get refunds to give them the enjoyment, fo r  the fu ll  year, of their 
own special "Dowry" tax plan.
And it means small businesses will get the benefit, fo r  the fu l l  year, of a 50% tax cut on their 
first $10,000 profits — down from 20% to 10%.
The whole purpose of immediate tax cuts is to create jobs 
— and create them quickly. People will be abl^ to spend 
more of their own money on the goods Canadian farilit 
and factories produce. That is what makes jobs^
We must make up the ground lost through months of 
faltering and confusion in bur national affairs. We niust 
s t a r t  Canada humming again.
/ The Pearson Plan is a bold and practical course of action
rnrnrnisimmmmmmmmmimmma m a
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PEARSON PLAN FOR CANADA, FOR YOU
1 . MAJOR TAX CUTS to increase your income tlus year, create 
more jobs. You save $l jat every $4 you now pay on your first 
$3000 of taxable ipcome.
2* THE DOWRY — Newly-weds will pay no taxes on their first 
$4000 income during first three ye r̂s of married life — pay 
$90 instead of $480 if their income w $5000. More than 350,000
couples married since Jan. 1, 1956, will benefit.
3 .  SICKNESS INSURANCE — Pay unemployment bcncfiu to
people who ate out'of work because of illness. ^
4. NO  BXCISE TAX on can.
5 .  FOR FARMERS- , '
1. Set up Farm Development Bank to Msist farm improve­
ment.
2. Extend support prict  ̂ for wheat, oati, barley, rye, flax
and butter., „ ! '
3; Pay comptnsaiion to farmwi for cost of storing grain on 
their farms.
6. LOW DOWN-PAYMENT HOMES — aangcNaUonal Housing
Act to make it easier to buy bomei without large down 
payments. ^
7 .  FAMILY ALLOWANCES ■—Continue family allowanoei to the
age of IB for boys and gitli who are students,
8. SCHOLARSHIPS, BURSARIES AND LOANS — To g\ve yotiih
equal opportunity for higher education. 2500, tcholarahips and 
7500 bursaries awardet̂  annually.  ̂ \
9 .  INCREASED SOCIAL BENEFITS— Old age a»istance for
widows and unmarried women to start at age of). Right to 
transfer total pension when changing jobs.
1 0 .  FULLER, FREER, TRADE between NATO nations including U.S. 
and Britain  ̂ Increase food and other shipments to needy or 
undeveloped countries. Trade dev0hpmeHt--Hot fe s p l^ n  
or diversion.
VOTE LIBERAL
r o R  e m a r s m e n v e  U A P M s a s s H f
natiokAi UlSeAl committm
HAYMANS HERE SINCE 1901
Local Lawyer Accepts Position 
With Large Vancouver Law Firm
An nssodatiOT with Kelowna » 
that has been In existence for 
well over 50 years will be broken , 
here later this year.
The HaymaM are leaving Kel- 
owiia.
Robert M. Hayman, who has . 
been with the legal firm of Fill- . 
more, Hayman and Borne for 
years, has accepted a position ’ 
with a Vancouver firm of bar- » 
risters.
Coisequently. he and his wife, , 
Janet, and their three children 
will be leaving here this summer 
for Vancouver. >
Mr. Hayman confirmed this j 
move today. He said he would be T  ̂, 
doing general counsel work with i , 
Russell and DuMoulin and Co., • : 
Vancouver.
*‘We hate to leave Kelowna, r 
aad. we certainly do not Intend to 
cut ourselves off completely,” ; < 
said filr. Hayman.
The Haymans Intend keeping ; 
ownership of their OkaMgan 
Mission home and spending a 
n>onth each summer here. The 
rest of the time the home will be 
rented, probably to teachers. 
FERRY CAPTAIN
Leonard Hayman, who lives in 
retirement at Vancouver, first 
b|ought the name here. He came 
here in February, 1901 and lor 
many years operated the ferry 
ser^ce across the lake.
Ever since 1901, according to 
his son. Bob, there has been a 
representative of the Hayman 
family in Kelowna.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Hayman are 
well-known and respected. One 
of the most highly-esteemed law- • 
yers in the city, Mr. Hayman 
also Is active in political affairs 
and in promoting the cause of 
veterans. He served in the Can- ■ 
adi^n Navy during World War II.
Hfe and his wife are both inte- , 
gral parts of the Kelowna Little 
Theatre, Mr. Hayman currently 
being the president of the associ­
ation. Both . have appeared in 
leading roles in KLT productions. 
BORN HERE
Mr. Hayman was born here in 
1917. His wife, Janet, was bom in 
Summerland, but has,spent most 
of her life here.
Currently the president of the 
Kelowna Bar Associatipn. Mr. 
Hayman also is the second vice- 
president of the B.C. Liberal As-




Proud parents in Kelowna re­
ceived word recently that their 
son had been aw ard^  a scholar­
ship worth approximately $2,000.
Conrad E. Butler. 20,^ son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Butler, 770 
Stockwell, received the award at 
the University of Saskatchewan. 
As yet, his parents have not had 
further information regarding 
the nature of the scholarship.
After receiving hh bachelor of 
arts degree this spring, the 
youth intends to obtain his 
master of arts degree at toe 
University of British Columbia.
His parents moved to Kelowna 
from Saskatoon two years ago.
L O C A L  a n d  D IS T R IC T
Tourist Group Plans 
Luring U.S. Visitors
Okanagan Valley Tourist As- road development project.
Eight-Ton Engine 
Yard Ornament
LEEM , England (CPI — Air­
line representative Eric Cope has 
installed an eight-ton railway en- 
^nc at the bottom of his garden 
in this Yorkshire city.
It required a truck and mobile 
crane to move it from Leicester 
to Leeds, some 80 miles. Says 
Cope, founder and preservation
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secretary of the Narrow Gauga 
Railway Socletj”. ‘Tt’s really not 
as big as it sounds. It is not 
much larger than a family sa­
loon car."
Cancer Society volunteers op­
erate more than 70 cancer 
dressing stations where cancer 
dressings arc made and dis- 
trlW ed free.
MRS. R. M. HAYMAN
sociation. He is a past execu­
tive member of Branch 26, Can­
adian Legion, Kelowna.
A member of toe Kelowna Gyro 
Club for toe past 10 years, Mr. 
Hayman also is too assistant 
scoutmaster for the Okanagan 
Mission Boy Scouts troop.
Their children are Craig, 14, 
Barbara 12, and (jordon 8.
POLICE COURT
Members of the Central British 
Columbia Branch, Engineering 
Institute of Canada, will make a 
first-hand inspection'  of•; Ojtana- 
gan Lake bridge when they meet 
In Kelowna April 7.
National president C. M. Anson, 
of Toronto, will be guest speaker 
at the smorgasbord supper to be 
held that evening at toe Aquatic. 
While toe men are inspecting toe 
bridge, ladles will be entertained 
at a tea at toe home' of Mrs. Hi 
M. Trueman. 351 , Glenwood 
Avenue from 3 to 5 p.m.
Fine of $10. plus $4 costs, was 
levied in district police court 
Monday on Murray Cowie for 
operattog a motor vehicle with­
out current licence plates. Mr. 
Cowie was ticketed March 
while eturoute to toe city to get 
his new plates.
Charged in district police court 
Monday with driving wthout due 
care and attention, Peter Joseph 
ftbnchalin, 56, an Alberta motor­
ist, was fined $20 and costs. 
RCMP alleged Monchalin failed 
to stop when signalled at the 
scene of an accident.
Fine of $15, plus $4 costs, was 
imposed in city police court Tues­
day on W. Heimstra, Winfield, 
for driving over a fire hose 





Prominent B,C. businessmen 
and civic and provincial govern­
ment leaders will be guests of 
Kelowna Board of Trade at their 
special annual dinner meeting 
next month.
Guest speaker at toe banquet 
will be L. J. Wallace, general 
chairman of the B.C. Centennial 
committee.
Invitations to the gathering, 
scheduled for April 16, will be Is­
sued soon.
Board of Trade executive have 
expressed concern that there may 
, be some confusion over poll- 
closing time March 21.
Ballots for a federal election 
must be cast before 6 p.m.i it 
was pointed out. Trade board 
feared confusion might arise 
from Ihe fact that polls closed at 





has moved to 
1453 ELLIS ST.
and. ou r nOw phone 
num ber Is . 2987
W infield W .l. 
Con;mended For 
Baby Clothes
WINFIELD — Answering the 
roll call with a limerick, caused 
much amusement at toe Women's 
Institute meeting held recently in 
the memorial hall. There were 
20 members and guests present 
and president Mrs. F. Sommer- 
ville was in the chair.
A letter was read from the Un­
itarian Services of Canada thank­
ing toe Institute for toe baby 
clothes which they had sent in.
The meeting was told that toe 
May rally of the Women's Insti­
tute is to be held in the Legion 
Hall, Oliver, on May 6. As many 
members as possible were asked 
to attend as every effort was 
being made to make this a bang 
up centennial rally.
Mrs. M. Teel was chosen to 
attend toe rally as delegate from 
the institute. A resolution calling 
for the removal of the sales tax 
from all children's clothes while 
they are attending school was 
passed by toe meeting to be plac 
ed before the rally.
April 16 was tentatively set to 
hold a blitz day for the conquer 
cancer campaign. All arrange­
ments were made and this date 
will be confirmed later^
At toe close of toe business 
the social welfare committee 
took over the meeting and the 
convener, Mrs. L. Stowe, intro­
duced the guest speaker Fred 
Alcock from the department of 
sanitation who spoke to toe meet 
ing on the advisibility of chlorLn 
ating the Winfield water supply.
Eleven hundred million gal 
Ions of water is used annually 
most of which is for orchard ir 
rigation. The amount used is ap­
proximately double the amount 
used in Kelowna.'
'Tl,ere were quite a number of 
questions on this controversial 
subject at the end of his talk 
following which refreshments 
were served.
sociation plans tapping the po- 
tentially-rich tourist traffic that 
flows from'the U.S. into northern 
British Columbia and Alaska.
C. D. Gaddes, OVTA chairman, 
thought that with a well-organ­
ized campaign, it would bo pos­
sible to have this traffic funnelled 
through toe Okanagan via High­
way 97.
Highway 97 extends from Weed. 
Calif., north to the Peace River 
country, the jumping off place 
to Alaska. With the exception of 
several stretches between Ques-| 
nel and Dawson Creek, the road 
is hard-surfaced. Additional road 
paving is planned this year. 
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
Mr. Gaddes said a joint Can- 
adian-U.S. commission is cur­
rently investigating roads from 
the United States. The support 
of Okanagan-Cariboo Trail As­
sociation will also be sought.
Jack McCallum. of Vernon sug­
gested that the necessary authori­
ties be approached with a view 
to improving the standard of 
Highway 97 in the U.S. He 
pointed out this road does not 
appear in the U.S. long term
nowThe valley group is 
member of the Canadian Tourist 
Association. Executive director 
John Fisher urged a strong 
membership drive be made 
among largo corporations and 
business houses.
Representatives of the associa­
tion will attend a luncheon meet­
ing in Vernon' on April 11 which 
will be attended by Highways 
Minister.P. A. Gaglardi.
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Sunday School Auditorium 
BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
Richter Street, South 
SUBJECT:
THE ALCOHOL PROBLEM IN B.C.
in view , of the increasing severity of the problem the 
Kelowna and District Ministerial Association has taken the 
initiative in calling the meeting and has sought the co-oper­
ation of the Women’s Christian Temperance Union and 
The ^Icohol Research and Education Council
SPEAKER:
Mrs. Dorothy Crawford
Mrs. Crawford, who is Educational Director for the Women’s 
Tempercnce Union and al.so a member of toe Executive of the 
• Alcohol Research and Education Council, is one of the best 
informed persons in B.C. on the Alcohol Problem.
After her talk a late film on the subject will be shown.
All who are concerned about toe problem are invited and 
urged to attend.
ON EXECUTIVE |
Representing Okanagan agents 
on executive council of Insur­
ance Agents’- Association of 
B.C. is Roger J. Sugars of Kel­
owna, above. Elected at last 
week’s annual convention of the 
group in Vancouver, Mr. Sugars 
was among 250 agents from 
throughout the province who 
gathered to study latest trends 
in auto, fire and casualty in­
surance.
R. M. HAYMAN
TORONTO (CP) — The stock 
market staged a driving finish 
Wednesday to pull industrials to 
their highest index-level in nearly 
six months and set some sections 
on the . upside.
Industrials, adding nearly three- 
quarters of a i^olnt to toelr index 
closed at the highest levef since 
the first week in October.
For most of the session trading 
was dull and price changes in all 
sections moved in a narrow 
range. Profit-taking continued in 
some of the groups which made 
strong gains last week.
Banks sparked toe industrial 
comeback, led by Commerce 
which added IVs at 44. Other 
banks closed w i t h  fractional 
gains. Dominion Stores, one of 20 
issues used to compile the Indck, 
added a point at 5SMi and Stcico, 
another index stock, was up 
major fraction. Losses ranged to 
4V4 points but the heavier-traded 
issues moved in a fractional 
range. ,
Mines and western oils had sim 
liar patterns, moving in a to 15 
cent range among lower-priced 
stocks and in a Mi-point range in 
the senior lists, A few low-priced 




Annual meting of the Okana 
gan Museum and Archives Asso­
ciation wilLbe held tonight in the 
board room of B.C. Tree Fruits 
Ltd, at 8 o’clock. ,
Plans for future activities will 
be discussed, especially in view 
of the fact the museum is now 
hi the process of moving into spa 
clous quarters in the former De 
Mara building.
For years the OMAA has car 
rled on with difficulty in the 
cramped quarters near the City 
Park entrance. Now the associ­
ation will be able to arrange and 
display its collection in such a 
way as to do maximum justice 
to its numerous historical and 
natural, exhibits.
W hen in  Vancouver, stay at
B.C.’S NEWEST, 
SMARTEST HOTEL
Planning a trip to Vancouver? I t’s smart to 
stay at the Blackstone. Conveniently located 
in the heart of downtown Vancouver. Full 
hotel services available for your comfort and 
convenience. Wired music in every room. 
Excellent food prepared by one of Canada’s top 
chefs^featuring Italian and American dishes.
*  Modern, Comfortable Rooms 
Excellent Service
*  Reasonable Rates 
■^2 Modern Dining Rooms
*  2 Luxurious Lobbys 
^  Your Host, Morley Kyto
BLACKSTONE HOTEL
1176 Grohvill* St., Vancouver 2, B.C.— Phone PA. 7541
OOIS A N IA R IN tt AID *. 
HAVI TO^W ;
* |O M T H IR M I»  j
NotonyourUfel Tt»Z4»nUh
Quality 50-R ti only ISO 
comptct«...yet U unexceikd 
In performance by hearing 
aids wiling for $200. or more, 
10-Day Money,Back Ouartn* 





A silent alarm summoned 
fire truck to the pOO block Wilson 
Avenue around 10:30 last, night. 
B'lermen reported an oil burner 
became flooded and overheatW 
There was po damage.
I l l  Bernard Phene 1924
MEETING
R. STRACHAN - a n d -  0 . L  JONES
CCF Provincial Leader CCF Candidate Okanagan-Boundary
CATHOLIC HALL-RUTLAND
FR ID A Y , M A R C H  2 8  -  8 p m
FAST R ELIEF FOR
W
m
R. STRACHAN 0 ,  U  J^ONFS
MI N A R P ’S
L i n i m e n I
For A  M a n  O f Proven A b H ity
V o te  I JONES; O. L I X
L O A N E 'S
fV JR '
H E V /L T
\ H 6 T 0
p t S l O H E O  
g i v e  TO U R
P R E S H
R C O Y E R - ^  
U O O K
Picture This Big “Curve of Beauty”
IN YOUR LIVING ROOM
Come in and see it tomorrow. Sec how it will 
beautify a whole corner. See the interesting 
bumper end, contrasting with the broad arm 










C a r p e t e d
W a U - to -W a l l
A•«
Bedroom
C a r p e t e d  
W a U - to -W a l l  ^
• m m » f  9 1
‘ Living Room
C a r p e t e d  
, W a W t o d P a l l
1
r »; i,« I ■ .1
C A R P E T  YOUR M O S T  IM P O R T A N T  R O O M S !
Choose from a wonderful assortment of new colors and patterns in floor- ^  A C  
coverings'that will wear and wear. They arc blends of wool with nylon and F j  3  
rayon yarns, siiuarc yard ......................... ................. ...... .................. ..................
You A lw ays Do B e tte r A t
LO A N E 'S
Ha rd w a re  — a pplia n ces  — f u r n it u r e  — ch in a  — m u sic .
ELECTRICAL -  TELEVISION ; -
384 BEkNARD AVE. \ PHONE 2025
i , * "̂ •A-,





FIRST PHOTO OF NEW PRINCE
Election Candidates Make Bids 
In Variety Of Alien Languages
By THE CANADIAN PRESS ,councU in Toronto. worUng on be-jWest Coast centres. 
Federal election candidates. national movement, I Various Conservative
appealing tor support from Can I to assist candidates with
latlon of party  lite ra tu re  and diS' 
trlbution of information to for* 
eign-language newspapers.
LEFT TO CANDIDATES
The Social Credit party  pro­
gram  is decentralized. Individual 
candidates and provincial and 
constituency organizations, who 
know their own areas, develop 
their own plans. The Social Credit 
platform  has been translated  into 
U krainian and Dutch.
In the Toronto area, the CCF 
distributes a pam phlet printed in 
six languages—English, Yiddish. 
Polish. Ukrainian, Italian and 
i  Germ an. Some of the constitu- 
Since the end of the SecondU^cy organizations publish their 
World W ar. more than 1.600,000 own foreign-language m a te ria l or 
persons em igrated  to C anadajose parts of tl^e six
from many p arts  of the world. It| brochure 
is not known how m any obtained| needs.
Canadian citizenship and the Iran- The Liberal p a rty  In the area
si^akers
trans- in A lbeila a re  m aking paid five-
ada 's various ethnic groups, are  
making their vote bids in a wide 
variety of languages.
A Canadian P ress surv’ey of na­
tional and provincial party  cam ­
paign headquarters, shows can­
didates are  doing their election­
eering In languages ranging from 
Gaelic to Chinese.
The a ttem pt to  woo voters in 
languages o ther than English or 
French is viewed as a recognl 
tion of the im portance of ballots 
cast by im m igrants who gained 
Canadian citizenship during the 
last decade.
BIG INFLUX
suited to their own
Princc.'s Grace of Monaco and 
her infant son Prince AUx-rt 
Alcandre Ixiuis P ierre  are 
.shown in the first photo of the 
new heir-apparent to the prin­
cipality of Monaco. The prince.
born 'on  March 14. will take 
precedence over Princess Caro­
line. 11-m onth-old'daughter of 
Princess G race and Prince 
Rainier III,
Campaign
Active In Diefs Absence
PRINCE ALBERT, Sask. (CPi teacher of G orm an extraction, is 
The cam paign for the M arch Sl m anagor of P r i n c e  Albert 
federal election is lively in Prince equipm ent store. Placing the ac- 
Albcrt con.stitucncy despite the i cent on youth, he has helped or- 
absenco of its leading character ganize a Young L iberal group to
chise.
Some parties pl^ce g reater 
stress than others on the use of 
tongues o ther than this country’s 
two official languages.
'The N ational Progressive Con­
servative headquarters in Ottawa 
reports a decentralized program  
is followed, perm itting candidates 
and provincial organizations to 
develop plans suited to their own 
requirem ents.
■The National L iberal Federa 
tion says the party  operates a 
translation bureau in 'Toronto to 
provide press ■ releases and infor­
mation to  various segm ents of the 
ethnic press.
CCF national headquarters re­
buys advertisem ents in papers 
published in Ukrainian. Polish, 
G erm an and Italian. The national 
association also takes two adver­
tisem ents in each of 50 foreign- 
language newspapers in the cun- 
try .
minute broadcasts in French and 
Ukrainian over rad io  station 
CHFA, Edmonton, which norm 
ally broadcasts in French.
CCF candidate F rank  Ance- 
vich, contesting the sam e riding, 
is described as a “ rea l linguist." 
who speaks several languages. He 
uses Lithuanian to address voters 
of Latvian and Estonian origin 
In addition, he uses Polish 
Ukrainian, G erm an and a High 
Slovenian, a classic language 
from which several Baltic tong 
ues are derived.
P arty  headquarters in the Mon 
treat area report individual can 
didates decide whether to use 
languages other than English or 
French.
An exception is the Labor-pro­
gressive ( C o m m u n is t )  party  
which is distributing pam phlets in 
Chinese, Greek, Jewish, U krain­
ian and “ most other Central 
European languages.”
In Nova Scotia, three can­
didates sometimes toss in a few 
words in Gaelic a t  local rallies. 
T hey  a rc  CCF candidate Clarie
TOE DAIiiT COURIER
TIIUR., MAR. 27. 1958
Vi
‘‘r e
Most candidates who speak for- GiUis in Cape Breton South and 
eign languages use them  w h e n ji^ ^ ’̂ ®*® M aceachen in
addressing ethnic groups. Inverness-Richmond and William
Labor M inister Michael Starr, 
Cana<^a’s first cabinet m inister of 
U krainian origin, uses this lan­
guage a t meetings where the pop­
ulation is largely of U krainian ex­
traction.
Conservative Douglas Jung, a 
Chinese - Canadian from Vancou­
ver, has spoken in Chinese to
Buchanan in Cape Breton North 
and Victoria.
Six languages were spoken a t a 
Liberal rally in Ottawa this 
month. There were two hours of 
speeches in English, French. 
Ukrainian, Italian, Syrian and 
Gaelic to a mixed audience that 
also included electors of Polish
ports the party  has an ethnic groups in Toronto, Halifax andand G erm an descent.
m
BACK TO MOTHER
Queen Soraya, second wife 
of Shah Reza Pahlevi of Iran, 
walks with her mother at 
Bruehl Castle, near Cologne, 
Germany, after she had been 
divorced for failing to produce 
a son for the Iranian  throne. 
She said she had “ consented 
with deepest reg re t"  to the 
m arriage dissolution.
Bennett Promises To Get Tough 
W ith Sommers If G uilt Proven
PRINCE GEORGE. B.C. (C P l|actcd  throughout th is m atter.*’ 
Prem ier Bennett says formerj Lands and Forest* M inister 
British Columbia lands and for- Ray Williston told the audience 
ests m inister Robert Sommerslof 1,000 “ the vHMjple should w ait 
“ w’ill be dealt with fiercely" if | until both sides of the  case are  
he i.s found guilty of bribery- heard bv-fore they Judge the 
conspiracy charges. jm an."
The Social Credit Prem ier toldj He said only the prosecution 
a political rally  Monday night side was heaiil at the prelim i- 
Mr. Sommer.s has received nojnary hearing, 
special treatm en t from the gov- 
ernment and “ can expect neither 
fear nor favor when the outcome 
of hi.s trial u  known."
The form er m inister, ■ throe 
other individuals and four com­
panies have been committed for 
trial in May on the charges,
[Which the Crown says involves 
the issuance of forest m anage­
ment licences.
Prem ier Bennett did not elab­
orate on what punitive measures 
would be taken against Mr. Som- 
mers.
“He can expect fair play, and 
[that is how the government has
*NM
help him  in the cam paign 
F a th er of five children, Mr. 
Unruh has done m ost of his cam ­
paigning alone. Top Liberal fig 
ures have generally bypassed 
this yeaT.
Mrs. Wiggens, m other of four 
girls ranging in age from nine to 
22 years, has left her husband at 
home while doing her cam paign­
ing.
She has enlisted the help of CCF 
provincial cabinet m inisters—At­
torney G eneral R. A. W alker and 
Resources M inister J .  H. Brockel- 
bank. Several provincial legisla­
ture m em bers , have also spoken 
on her behalf.
Critical of L iberal and Conser­
vative farm  policies, Mrs. Wig­
gens has also spoken against the 
opening of T rans - Canada Air 
Lines routes to private airline 
competition.
She claim s the move will be 
detrim ental to the development 
F ebruary . of northern: Canada, particularly
W h ile  in this city of 22,000, hojthis p a rt o f Saskatchewan, 
accepted the party ’s nomination! PCs ACTIVE 
a t a meeting attended by 700 per- The Conservatives, meanwhile 
sons, m ade a couple of spccchesjhave not been idle, 
a t d istric t tovvns and spent some 
tim e a t his favorite practice  of 
‘’m ain-streeting” — walking up 
and down Central Avenue in the 
business district, greeting M ends 
and acquantences,
Mr, Unriih. a form er
—Prinio Minister Diefenbaker.
The prirrie minister, who won 
the sea t with a m argin of 6,500 
votes in the June 10, 1957, fed­
era l election, has spent most of 
his tim e seeking votes elsewhere 
in Canada and while he’s been 
aw ay the Liberal and CCF can­
didates have been waging an in­
tense battle  to unseat him.
Mr. Diefenbaker has held the 
Prince Albert seat for the Pro­
gressive Conservatives since 1953. 
having represented Lake Centre 
from  1942 until the redistribution 
of 1952.
TWO OPPONENTS
He Is opposed in this campaign 
by two candidates—CCFer Mrs. 
Thora Wiggens, a 41 - year - pld 
fa rm er’s wife, and L iberal Ernie 
Unruh, 31.
Mr. Diefenbaker so fa r has 
m anaged to spend only three 
. days in his constituency, in mid-
TOBACCO IN MARITIMES
KENTVILLE, N. S. ( C P ) -  
Tobacco may be produced on a 
commercial scale this year in 
Nova Scotia’s Annapolis Valley. 
Agriculture M inister E. D. Hali- 
burton said Saturday tentative 
plans are  to cultivate 12 to 15 
acres to determ ine commercial 
possibilities. Tobacco has been 
grown here experim entally for 






R IB E LIN 'S
CAMERA SHOP
They have carried  on an active 
cam paign with heavy newspaper 
advertising as well as radio and 
television addresses.
E arly  in the cam paign Mr. Die­
fenbaker sent a wave of his cab- 
school i met* m inisters into the riding. 
They spoke m ainly in the sm aller 
communities in the more rem ote 
areas. •
Among the s p e a k e r s  were 
Transport M inister Hees, Justice 
M inister Fulton, Labor M inister 
S ta rr and E x ternal Affairs Mn- 
istcr Smith.
The prim e m inister is ex­
pected to be back in Prince Al­
bert Saturday night or Sunday 
morning. Campaign m anager Ed­
ward Jackson said Mr. Diefen- 
baker will depart from the usual 
practice of candidates for the 
prim e m inister's post who spend 
election day in Ottawa and will 
wait in his home riding for the 
outcome of the election.
274 BERNARD r i l .  2108
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 
treasury  departm ent reported to- 
!day that the United States bought 
$779,800,000 worth of gold from 
‘foreign government.s and interna­
tional institutions in 1957.
I C E P f l O r C R O S S ' B U N S
^heyVo”topping^^ mado with new Active Dry Yeast
•  They rise so wonderfully— 
taste  so  w pnderfu liy  good! 
T hat's  because l-lcischmann’s 
new Active Dry Yeast keeps 
full-strength and aaive till the 
very moment you bakef No 
more spoiled yeast! No more 
, refrigeration—you can keep 
a whole month’s supply of 
Ftcischmann’s Active Dry Yeast 
in your cupboard!
ICED HOT CROSS BUNS
Scnldt Uc-m ilk. M e.granulated
, 2 tapa. Halt and S tba.
1 Hhortening; atir in 1 c. criap
lireakfaHt-hran cereal and cool
to Itikowarm. Meanwltiln, mena-
uro into a largo ixiwl ) .j c. liiko-
warm w ater, 2 tapa. grantilatcd
HUgar; a tir tintil sugar ia dia-
Hol vod. Sprinkle with 'Jnnvolopoa
l'’loiHdimann’H Activo Dry Ycaat.
Lot Bland 10 minuloa T H E N
ft iM*
- I
Htir Woll. Ailil coolwi milk mixture «mt' 
nllr In - well-lMAlen esK"- Hift to**tl»r 
tv̂;U-o t r, oiK-o-eifli-d lirend flour, 3 t«pe. 
Kro\m<l rlminmon, t t»p, srsliul nutmeit, 
Htir slwul linlf of tltia mlipire Into 
yiMiBt ml»(uro; U-et iinlil' nmoolh. Ml* 
in 1 0. nernil*** r«i«ln» nnit c, chopped 
cenilUd pei'U. Work In reni«lnin« flour 
inUttire. <lr«««e lop of ilou*h. Cover 
•ml fi't In erenn piece, free flrom 
ilreuRht. toil riee until ilnuhM In hulk. 
Turn out on IlshUy-flouiwI lioerd end 
kneed lUplU emoolh end eleetin. Divide 
into a mpiel |>ortloiw-, cut eerh portion 
into la e<|u»l-elxe pieom; kneed eech
ptte-e Inlo V ro““<t h«"- I’lew.
well eperl, nO (reeeml cookie eheete end 
rroM eech hun with netrow elripe of 
(inutry. If deelred. Ofeeee loiie. Cover 
emi lei riee nnlll ilouhled in hulk. IUk« 
In • hot oven, Ifl-ltO mine, (iU
hot tiiuui hy hruehlui them hihlly with 
Oirn eyrup, Otlwr Irentmeiite; llee con 
fertlonere' Idm for rroeece, im luk«i 
hone . . .  or e|<reed coolcrl hune etllh 
elute h-lna emI nuke rtoMiee vriUl 
i'h4>p|*m1 imt*.
W-
•  “ •Mif
■'eir,
■ ■Ml gii' iulQinyuij
now... take
.*.v.C<<vX*X̂'.pvN>v.
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a new grade of gasoline : . . 
specially compounded to deliver 
more performance from
s super cars. \
Your car stepo ahead to a new performance level . . . with now blue Chevron 
Supreme's unique blond of proved power Ingredients:
Blue aviation anti-knock fluid . .  .  designed to put extra power Itt ,
aircraft engines. SUndard was first to adapt It to the highway to give youf 
car more power . . . and vaporize deposits to lengthen engine life.
Blended with special high-octone oircrqft gosoline elements.
Now refining techniques at Standard now release those high-power aircraft
fuel clomonta to meet the critical octane need# of today’s high-compreMlon
»
cnRinca,
Plus “Detergent-Action” Compound , , ; developed by Standard to
clean  y o u r ca rb u re to r  while y o u  d rive . I’rovcn ts d ir t  In th e  a ir  from  dopOsIt|Dg 
In th e  fuel sy stem , w asting  pow er an d  gasoline.
The result is a balanced super gasoline, road-tcated for thousand*
of hours on now '68’s, on lato models, on older models with hl^h-comprcasion, 
engines. Milo after mile, now blue Chevron Supremo doUvored all-around 
driving satisfaction that ordinary premiums just con't toucli! Take the big 
Btep ahead toilay. Stop at the now blue pump for new blue Chevron Supreme. 
Another fine Standard Oil product to give you . . .




AT THE SIGN O f  THE CHEVRON
we take better care o f your ear
STANDARD STATfON^ - CHEVRON DEALERS
■ ‘ ‘ I 1 ' I ' ' I ' t,
' ' ' ' ' ‘i ' ' ' '  .............. ' ,  ̂ ‘ ^
'■ ' ' I ' , ' '
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA LIMITED
inW n
\
T o p  p e r ro rm a n o B  f ro m  
C h u v ro n , to o  . , . for all
but tbn blghcnt compreeeion 
enginoH. ,
Chevron la tlu» moat popular 
(wxmomy gnnoHno In tlio We»t. 
It'a  tile only "regular" with 
fnmoun " DeUwgont- Action."
Fill lip at the r«nl pump.
"KITTEN" EATS A HEN A DAY
Comox Airmen Are Still laughing Over Joke 
They Played On Eastern "Cougar" Squadron
They a rc  laughini? up their » 
ilccve a t RCAF Station Comox 
cm Vancouver Island.
All w eather fighter crews from , 
409 Squadron had a request from • 
th e ir friendly rivals of 432 
ICk>ugar) Stjuadron at Bagotville, 
Quebec, for a stuffed cougar to 
rccora te  the . squadron ready
The V ahtouver Island  airm en 
obtained a cougar hide and were 
ready  to ship it to E astern  Can­
ada  when a better Idea cropped 
up.
‘•Let’s get them a live one.” 
suggested'one of the officers. " I t 
would m ake a nice |)ct and an 
excellent mascot for the cougar 
squadron.”
The idea look root and the 
word was passed around that the 
fighter squadron was in the 
m arket for a live cougar. Flight 
Lieutenant Bruce Inrig, squadron 
pilot from Hamilton. Ont.. was 
d e ta i l^  to co-ordinate all activi­
ties in connection with the pro-
A form er member of the B.C. 
D epartm ent of Fisheries, he de­
cided- to contact professional 
cougar hunter Aubrey Hames of 
nearby Courtenay.
: NO EASY JOB
Hunting cougars on Vancouver 
Island is no easy job—even with 
a rifle—but Mr. Ham es entered 
into the spirit of the task  and 
started  hunting.
In the vicinity of Menzies Bay.
15 miles north of Campbell River 
on Vancouver Island, he located 
three cougar kittens. After a 
three-hour chase, he cornered one 
up a tree.
Spitting arid snarling, the moun­
tain  lion was finally secured by 
being lassoed with a rope. It was 
carefully demobilized by tying 
its four feet and lashing its jaws 
together. ■ ,
Personnel from the Quebec- 
based squadron were advised 
that instead of being presented 
with a stuffed cougar, they 
would receive a ‘‘cute little kit­
ten for a m ascot.”
The kitten weighs about 70 
qounds. Comox neglected to pass 
on this litUe "gem ” of inform a­
tion. ■
For "ease” in handling, a col­
la r  with a large ring attached 
was placed around the cougar's 
neck. '  , .
Airmen soon learned they could 
look, but mu.stn’t  touch. The 
, w ildcat was far from being tam e 
—in fact it voiced its disapproval 
In no uncertain term s.
F /L  Inrig was given the job 
of feeding and exercising the 
anim al—and trying to m ake 
friends with it. To exercise the 
cougar F /L  Inrig controlled it 
with two chains equipped with 
snap fasteners on the ends. They 
w ere attached to poles, and with 
care , the ring on the collar 
could be hooked to the chains. 
With a man on either end—and 
the cougar in the middle—the 
transportation and exercising 
problem was solved.
> Catering to a cougar is a prob­
lem  the Quebec squadron is going 
to find difficult. In fac t the Co-
H I E  DAILY C O U SIES rt  






OTTAWA <CP) — Any candi­
date wanting a recount a fte r  the 
M arch 31 election will have to 
w ait for a week o r longer.
F irst of all the arm ed services 
vote must be added to  the civil­
ian count. The services vote will 
be made known a week after 
election day. . .
The candidate also m ust bide 
his time for the official count 
which is a new additlbn—not of 
every ballot cast in the constitu­
ency, but of the vote totals listed 
on a slip of paper inside each 
ballot box.
The constituency returning offi­
cer sets the date for the official 
count, held no earlier than a 
week after the election. This 
could be considerably la te r in 
large ridings where there is de­
lay in assembling ballot boxes at 
a central place.
W ithin four days 'a f te r  that. «  
candidate m ay appear before a 
judge and ask for a recount. If 
this doesn’t happen, the return­
ing officer formally declares the 
winner within a week after the 
official count.
The returning officer has until 
April 30 to make his form al re­
port to Ottawa on the winner.
Candidates seeking a recount 
must have the sworn affidavit of 
a “ credible witness” — in the 
words of the election act—stating 
that b a l l o t s  were improperly 
counted or rejected on election 
night, or that the returning offi­
cer improperly added the vote to­
tals from each plol.
The candidate m ust depsit 
SlOO as security for the court 
costs of his opponent who was 
previously declared the winner.
core OFFICML DUS
MONTREAL (C P )-R lch a rd  J . 
Cassidy, 50, vice-president ami 
secre tary  of the  Crown-owned 
Canadian Overseas Telecommu 
nication Corporation, died Satur­
d ay  whlla on a  business tr ip  to 
western Canada. A native of 
Belleville, O n t. Mr. Cassidy, had 
been associated with the corpor­
ation since its form ation by the 
transport departm ent in 1950.
8TE.%DY LOSS
LONDON (CP) — About 10,000 
pieces of cutlery disappear from 
the large Cumberland Hotel in 
London’s West End each year, 
said an official
brewed « B . c .







“KITTEN” AND F /L  BRUCE INRIG
ENLARGE SUEZ CANAL
CAIRO (Reuters)—Egypt has 
started work on a project to 
widen the Suez Canal to perm it 
the passage of super tankers, re­
ports reaching here said Sunday. 
The target is to deepen the canal 
and widen its banks for the super 
tankers—some of 100,000 tons now 
are under construction. At pres­
ent, only ships of up to 34Vz feet 
draft are able to pass through 
the canal
the best brews in the world 
come from C arling's!.,
FOR FREE HOME DELIVERY 
CALL
Kelowna 2224
7NE C A R L I N G  IREWERIES (R.C.) LIMITER 
(forairly V iieiivir Rriwirlit Ltd.)
PILRINKR LAOKR BEER • OLD COUNTRY ALI •
UDC BOHEMIAN LAOCR BEER • 4X CREAM STOUT
this RdvirtisaBRiitis not publUhiii or displayed by thi Liqiw Control Board or the Gevtrnineiit of BrHisli ColiniiUa
mox airm en are  expecting to hear 
loud squawk concerning their 
gift when it arrives.
The cougar “ kitten” has been 
turning up its whiskers over nor­
m al delicacies in the ham burger 
line and will settle for only live 
chicken.
" I t’s the natural food of the 
anim al,” explained F /L  Inrig, 
who is rapidly becoming a 
cougar specialist.
The cougar insists oh about one 
hen a day.
“This diet is rapidly depleat- 
ing the squadron funds,’’ explain­
ed 409 Squadron Commander, 
Wing Commander T. J . Evans, 
‘■and I certainly hope 432 Squad­
ron in  Quebec has a good supply 
on hand.”
Cost of cougar upkeep is get­
ting out of hand and the animal 
will soon be the responsibility of 
432 (Cougar) Squadron.
Comox is happy to turn the 
cougar over to 432 Squadron and 
hope the personnel are %ble to 
finance the grocery bill for their 
new pet."
Em blem  of the Comox based 
squadron is the night hawk.
"W e’ll be proud to accept a 
live one for a pet from 432 
Squadron anytime they can find 
one,” W/C Evans declared with 
a grin. ____ _
QUEER EGG
DEVORAN. England (CP)—An 
egg shaped like a clay pipe has 
been laid by a hen at this Corn­
wall village.




Model C21E11X. N ew  “slim-as-a-Dime” 
21” O ff-the-Floor Console w ith  all-new 
110° A dm iral “Black-Beam" P ictu re Tube. 
Im perial “330” chassis. Golden P icture 
F ram e w ith  rem ovable p ic ture window. 
Alum inized and O ptic F iltered. New All- 
Top-Front tuning w ith  dial light. Full 
range FM sound system  w ith  Heavy- 
Duty 6" Speaker, Inclined .speaker m ount­
ing, 4-Hour “Life-Tested” at factory. 
Built-in 82-channel UHF-VHP Tuner 
(optional, extra). In  w alnut, mahogany 
or blonde wood finish.
Regular 349.95
I ' ' , ■
H e a r  T h e  H o n o u r a b l e  W . A . C .
BENNETT
P R E M I E R  O F  B R I T I S H  C O L U M B I A
.. .A - J A — - *- -
M o re  th a n  a n y  o th e r  P ro v in c e  in  C a n a d a ,  B rit ish  C o lu m ­
b ia ’ s p ro s p e r i ty  d e p e n d s  u p o n  w o r ld  t ra d e .  P re se n t t r a d e  
p o lic ie s  b y  th e  F e d e ra l G o v e rn n m e n t  a t  O t ta w a  a r e  
s h r in k in g  B .C.’ s e x p o r t  m a rk e ts  a n d  re ta rd in g  o u r  in d u s ­
t r ia l  a n d  a g r ic u l tu r a l  g r o w th .  H o a r  B ritish  C o lu m b ia ’ s 
F ig h tin g  P re m ie r  e x p o s e  th e s e  p o lic ie s  a n d  g iv e  y o u  th e  
real issues a t s ta k e  in  th e  c o m in g  F e d e ra l e le c t io n .  '
HEAR A lso
The Hon: Robert W
10.00 Down —- As Low as 15.00 Monthly
Many Other Specials Throughout the Store
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Packers Stem  W a rrio r  
Savage Cup Challenge
By GEORGE INGUS
Dally Courier SporU Editor
Rossland's Mike Buckna show­
ed Wednesday it‘s almost possible 
to make a silk purse out of a 
sow's ear.
His out-classed Warriors, enter­
ing the second period of their 
second Savage Cup final game 
against Kelowna Packers, ex­
ploded in a burst of close-passing 
frenzy to tie Packers at 3-3 be­
fore they wilted and dropped the 
contest 7-3.
The Packers, clearly out-class­
ing the smaller, untidier club, 
were going for another shut-out
when they came out in the second that Mike Durban cleared into histJablonski finishing the Warriors’
frame, leading 2-0. Then the roof.cwn net. no n
fell in.
Looking like they shouldn’t 
liave scored a goal in an inter­
mediate league, the Warriors 
nevertheless scored three to the 
Packers' one and had the best 
chance so far in the series until 
the Packers got huffy and lower­
ed the boom for four goats in the 
final frame.
Pint-sized Pinoke McIntyre, an 
opportunist deluxe, whipped in a 
brace for Rossland, and Yogi 
Kraeger was given credit for one
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
TIIUR., MAR. 27, 1958 THE DAILY COURIER 8
PACKER'S PUNCH LINE
A large portion of Kelowna’s 
scoring punch was wrapped up 
in these three Packer forwards, 
as the Packers dumped the
Rossland Warriors 7-3, to take 
a 2-0 game lead with them into 
the Kootenays. Greg Jablonski 
LEFT potted a  singleton, while
Moe Young scored a brace, and 
Ray Powell a single plus two 
assists. The Packers can wrap 
up the Savage cup finals with








By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Don’t be at all surprised if 
Maurice (Rocket) Richard ex­
plodes for some more goals to­
night.
That’s the word from Montreal 
Canadians coach Toe Blake as he 
prepares to send his charges into 
the second playoff game against 
Detroit Red Wings. Canadiens 
won the opener in the National 
Hockey League semi-final series 
8 - 1 ,  with the Rocket scoring 
twice. Tonight’s game is in Mont­
real.
In New York the Rangers and 
Boston Bruins hook up in the 
second game of their series. New 
York won the opener 5-3 Tues­
day.
“Any time an important game 
faces us, the Rocket is likely to 
rise to any heights,” said Blake 
“He has been trying to get in 
shape during the last part of the 
season after having missed so 
many games because of his in­
jury.” Richard missed most of
with a cut Achilles,day’s game, despite the score, asthe season _ ___
tendon. they were durag  the last month]
“Just before Tuesday’s game 1 of the season "
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Providence 1 Hershey 3 
Springfield 2 Cleveland 1 
First games best - of - seven 
semi-finals.
QUEBEC LEAGUE 
Quebec 4 Chicoutimi 1 
Montreal 3 Shawinigan 5 
First games best-of-seven semi
could almost sense the Rocket 
would break loose in typical fa­
shion. I said to him: ''IMs is the 
game you have been waiting 
for.* ”
USES SAME TEAM
Blake said he will stick to his 
Tuesday lineup and not call on 
his extra bench strength unless 
something unusual happens. His 
defence will include Albert (Junr 
ior) Langlois, farm hand brought 
up from Rochester of the Ameri­
can League. Dollard SI- Laurent, 
recovering f r o m  a cheek bone 
fracture, was dressed T uesday  
but not used. Defenceman Tom 
Johnson is still laid up with an 
injured knee
Surprisingly e n o u g h ,  Detroit 
coacti Sid Abel was f u l l ^  confi­
dence.
“ I am convinced we’re going 
to win this series,” said Sid. “Ca 
nadiens weren’t  as good in Tues
Nears Its
League
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The Western Hockey League as 
It nears the homestretch of its 
70-game season more and more 
.lakes on the look of two seasons 
ago. The windup at least as far 
as Winnipeg Warriors and Van­
couver Canucks are concerned 
could be almost Identical.
In the last three years the two 
clubs have had similar luck in the 
win-loss columns of the WHL 
standings.
In the 1955-56 season Vancouver 
topped the Coast division and 
Winnipeg led the Prairie circuit. 
l,a.st season both fared miser­
ably, finishing last in their re­
spective sections.
Tl>is season Vancouver (innucks 
have the Const division leadership 
sewn up and W a r r i o r s  are 
stitching hard to put away the 
No. 1 playoff spot on the Prairies. 
WARRIORS WIN 5-2 
, In the 10.55-56 season Winnipeg 
beat Vancouver in the playoff for 
the league ' championship and 
went on to take Montreal Royals 
of the Quebec Hockey League 
five games to one in a playoff
for the Duke of Edinburgh Tro­
phy.
Wednesday night W a r r i o r s  
dumped Edmonton Flyers 5-2 be­
fore 4,808 Edmonton fans. The 
win put Warriors three points 
ahead of second-place Flyers.
Edmonton has two games left 
in the schedule, both against Cal­
gary. Winnipeg has one game left 
in the regular schedule, against 
Saskatoon-St. Paul in Winnipeg 
Saturday night.
However, Winnipeg and Saska­
toon also will replay the last 15 
minutes of an earlier game which 
Warriors lost 5-4 in overtime. 
Play w ill, begin from a point 
where Warriors were lending 4-2.
Although Warriors thus have 
the edge, wins by Flyers in both 
games and two successive losses 
by Warriors could put Flyers 
back in first place.
Howie Glover was the big gun 
for Winnipeg, scoring two goals. 
Barry Dougins, Bruce Lea and 
Enil Ingnrfield scored the others. 
Frank Roggeveen and Dave Duke 
scored the Edmonton goals.
W ife Keeps V ig il A t Bedside 
Of Dethroned Champion Basilio
“We got behind Tuesday and 
when you give up four goals in 
eight minutes it’s only natural 
you lose heart. 1 would like to 
have seen what Canadiens would 
have done if we’d got a four-goal 
jump on them.
FIERY PHIL COOLS OUT 
New York coach Phil Watson, 
meanwhile had passed the froth­
ing stage over the loss of his 
pesky star centre. Red Sullivan.
He called on big Hank Ciesla to 
fill the gap on the fourth Ranger 
line tonight.' '■
Sullivan, Ranger team captain, 
is out for the remainder of the 
playoffs. He broke his jaw in 
three p l a c e s  when he was 
checked by Boston’s Vic Stasiuk Edmonton 37 
Tuesday. Calgary 29
At first Watson insisted that Saskatoon 
Stasiuk broke Sullivan’s jaw “de- St. Paul 25 
liberately.” But as'the day wore 
on and Watson’s temper wore off, 
the fiery Ranger coach bypassed 
the “deliberate” charges and in­
stead called it “dirty hockey.”
‘'If it wasn’t deliberate, it cer­
tainly was dirty hockey,” he said.
"Charging and elbowing should 
have been called.”
CAMPBELL IGNORES IT 
Clarence Campbell, NHL pres­
ident, heard, Watson’s s t^ m e n t 
at the weekly hockey luncheon 
Wednesday but kept a neutral 
view. He said he thought there 
was too much “bantering about 
the incident,” evidently mindful 
New York and Boston have been 
e x c h a n g i n g  “dirty hockey’ 
charges through the regular sea 
son.
Coach Milt Schmidt of the 
Bruins, concerned with attempt 
ing to square the scries before 
returning to Boston for the third 
game Saturday night, kept silent 
on the Watson tirade but did dis 
close he will make one or two 
changes, in his lineup.
Schmidt said he will bench vet 
eran Harry Lumley and use 
young Don Simmons in goal until 
“we lose another.”
Schnaldt added that winger Leo 
Labine, who has been out of ac 
tion with a shoulder ailment, will 
be available. Real Chevreflls will 
be sent to Springfield of the Am 
erican Hockey League if Labine 
dresses.
While Watson fumed, Stasiuk 
visited Sullivan in hospital, and 
said he was sorry. Sullivan later 
quoted S 1 1 s i n k  as saying he 
didn’t mean to break his Jaw 
but he did say he tried to hit 
me,”
At least he’s honest. I told 
him if I get a goo<l shot at him 
next season I’ll try to hit him 
too.”
MEMORIAL CUP
Chicago Cubs Boost Exhibition 
Record To 60 Runs, 15 Homers
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
I *
Sixty runs and 15 homers in 
five games. That represents the 
most recent performances of the 
1958 Chicago Cubs.
Cubs, who have been slaughter­
ing all recent opposition, did it 
again Wednesday. They ham­
mered five homers in trouncing 
Cleveland Indians 10-5.
Dale Long, Elvin Tappe, John 
Goryl, Walt Moryn and Jim Bol 
ger ^ d  the home run hitting 
while Ernie Banks drove in two 
runs with a single. Long and 
Banks each have had four cir­
cuit blows in the last five games 
which the Cubs have lifted 




Buckingham 3 Cape Breton 2 
Best-of-five eastern quarter- 
final tied 1-1.
ALLAN CUP 
HuU 7 Levis 3 ‘•
First game best-of-five eastern 
semi-final.
OHA-NOHA SENIOR A
Windsor 3 Kitchener 6 
Kitchener leads best-of-seven 
final 3-1, one tie.
WHL STANDINGS 
(Coast Division)
Vancouver 42 21 5 227 165
New West. 38 28 2 245 216
Seattle 31 31 5 219 219
Victoria 18 47 2 213 294
(Prairie Division)
Winnipeg 38 26 5 255 209
27 4 258 219
34 5 216 217
44 0 212 316 50
CHICAGOi (AP)-Treatment of 
Carmen BnslUo’a’swollen eye was 
to begin today in Wc.sley Memor- 
1*^101 Hospital, where the'dethroned 
champion's wife, Kay, si>ent the 
night near his bedside.
Basilio fought the last 10 round.*! 
against Sugar Roy Robinson in 
Chicago Stadium Tuesday night 
with h is , left eye completely 
closed. It bnllooh<^ Into a mcan^ 
discolored thing by the end of 
the fight which Robinson won on 
a  split, 15-round verdict to regain 
thq middleweight title for the 
fourth time.
A Chicago eye spedall.st, Dr, 
A. Pcriltt, was called in for ex­
amination of the eye Wednesday 
at the insistence of BasiUo's wife. 
The specialist sukgestcd that the 
former chainidon Ifo taken to the 
hospital, atui after an examiha- 
Hon. thU atatement was Issued: 
ear® ttwdf Is nw* involved. 
There ha* been a massive hem­
orrhage around the eye *nd we 
"want Mr. Basilio to be hospital
Ized .several dny.s for observation 
and treatment
Meanwhile. Sugar Ray and his 
entotirage left for New York.
Robinson, s a y i n g  that he 
’’ached In every bone,” parried 
the question of a third meeting 
with Basilio, who won the 160- 
pound title from him in New York 
Inst September,
Robinson said ho plans to go to 
Hollywood in May to test for 
several movie roles, among them 
one In which ho would bo oast as 
bull
THROWS FOUR-HITTER
Pittsburgh Pirates, who fin­
ished in a tie with the Cubs for 
seventh place in the National 
League last year, were heart­
ened by the return to action of 
first baseman Ted Kluszewski. 
Big Klu, out with a back injury 
most of last season while with 
Cincinnati, njade his first ap­
pearance in the lineup and had 
one single in three trips as the 
Bucs trimmed Los Angeles Dodg­
ers 6-4. Bob Friend went the dis­
tance for the Pirates.





Kelowna 2 Revelstoke 3
Kamloops 3 Lumby 1





































ance was turned in by Whitey 
Ford of New York Yankees. Ford 
yielded only four hits as the Yank 
B team beat Richmond Virgin­
ians of the International League 
8-1.
The Yankees’ regular squad 
was not so fortunate. Sloppy de­
fensive play enabled St. Louis 
Cardinals to pick up three runs 
in the sixth inning and three 
more in the eighth for a 7-3 vie 
tory over the American League 
champs.
Veterans Willie M a y s ,  Joe 
Adcock and Billy Goodman were 
vital factors in other exhibition 
games.
Mays and rookie Orlando Ce- 
peda each hit two home runs as 
San Francisco Giants beat Balti­
more Orioles 7-5.
Moe Young, stocky Packer left 
winger and former Trail Smoke 
Eater player-coach, rapped in a 
biace, and so did captain Jim 
Middleton, all-star left winger. 
Greg Jablonski, Ray Powell and 
Harry "Hurricane” Smith each 
added a single.
Powell, smooth ex-pro pivot, 
was the backbone of the Packers’ 
attack, setting up two as well 
s sinking the one.
Smith opened the scoring at 
18:45 of a ragged first frame, 
and Middleton sank another a 
minute later, both of them prim­
ed by Powell.
At 12:29, young McIntyre broke 
Dave Gatherum’s shut-out run. 
which had lasted for 132 minutes 
and 29 seconds of play-off hoc­
key, drilling the puck in .from 
close to the pipe as it lay un­
attended In the midst of a scram­
ble.
Powell countered with an op­
portunist marker, grabbing the 
puck before Reno Zanier could 
clear the disc after Middleton had 
shot, but three minutes later Mc­
Intyre took advantage of a power- 
play scramble to rap in another 
goal on a backhand from 12 feet 
out.
Durban’s bad clearance into the 
net. tied the score and made the 
Packers come out with blood in 
their eye in the final stanza
Young scored twice in the first 
two minutes, and Middleton add­
ed another at 3:25, with young




fence: Smith. Coburn. McCallum, 
Lavell; forwards: Powell, Young, 
Roche, Swarbrick, Durban. Kai­
ser, Middleton, Jones. Jablonski, 
Voss.
Rossland: goal; Zanier; de­
fence: Kraiger, Fletcher, Fergu­
son, Lofvcndahl; fonvards; An­
drews, Desrosiers. Jones. Luc- 
ehini, Berukow, Lennrdon, De- 
morc, Chorhey, McIntyre, Turik. 
SUMMARY
First pcriod -1. Kelowna, Smith 
(Powell, Roche) 18:45: 2, Kel­
owna. Middleton (Powell Smith) 
19:46. Penalties: Smith 4:00;
Swarbrick 13:45.
Second period — 3. Rossland, 
McIntyre (Domore' 12:29; 4. Kel­
owna, Powell (Middleton, Roche) 
1.5:55: 5. Rossland. McIntyre (De- 
more) 18:56; 6. Rossland, Krai­
ger 19:52. Penalties: McCallum 
18:10.
Third period — 7. Kelowna. 
Young (Durban, Coburn) 1:58; 8. 
Kelowna, Young (Jones) 2:35; 9. 
Kelowna, Middleton (Roche) 3:49 
10. Kelowna, Jablonski (McCal­
lum, Lavell) 17:50. Penalties; 
Swarbrick 2:56, Jones 15:26, Mc­
Intyre 16:17.
TWO HOMERS
Adcock led an 11-hit attack 
with •  pair of four-baggers in 
Milwaukee’s 10-2 triumph over 
Philadelphia Phillies.
Goodman drove in six runs 
with two doubles and a single 
that helped Chicago White Sox 
trounce Kansas City Athletics 
14-1.
Boston Red Sox sent Detroit 
Tigers down to their sixth set­
back in their last seven games 
The Sox won 4-2, breaking a 2-2 
tie in the seventh on a double by 





The field is now cut In half In 
the two main events “A” and 
“B” . Each team has now played 
at least one game.
Two of the top rinks locked 
horns in the “ A” event Wednes­
day with Croft of Summerland 
being defeated by Green, well- 
known Vernon player. After 10 
ends of close to flawless curling 
the score sat at 9 to 8 for Green.
George Turner of Kelowna and 
the best local rink being the club 
champion, Saturday at 10:15 will 
play Ken Fulks, last year’s win­
ner of both events. This will be a 
game to see. They have each won 
two games in ”A” event.
YOU’LL HAVE
Comfort’
IN YOUR HOME 
WITH
KUMFORT







LINOLEUM — TILES 
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TORONTO (CP) — A top Ca­
nadian horseman says thorough­
bred breeding is expanding and 
improving ,in this country,
Malcolm D. Richardson, re­
elected president of the Thor­
oughbred Horse Society, told the 
annual meeting Wednesday the 
practice of importing mares in 
foal to noted sires has elevated 
the brood mares to a higher cate­
gory than the stallions serving in 
stud in this country.
This situation, he added, has 
given rise to a proposal that Ca­
nadian racetracks h o l d  more 
races for Canadian-breds to en­
courage breeders to breed horses 
in Canada. Horses conceived in 
the United States or Europe, pro­
viding they arc foaled in Canada, 
are eligible for these races. The 
society took no. action on the pro­
posal
in a fightinga toreador 
script.
Ills lawyer. Martin Macket, 
said Robinmn had told him he 
had no pl.»hs to retire frpm the 
ring He said the champUm is 
against a June rematch, will con­
sider one in September and will 
iflve thought to meeting Basilio 
again.
Tho International Boxing Club 
gave an Incomplete financial aci 
counting of Tuesday night’s fight, 
showing that each fighter on a 
304IQ split would receive in cx-i 
cess of 9256.469.
, ^ , 'V;'■ X
Red Wings 
M entor Irked 
Over
MONTREAL (CP) r-  General 
Manager Jack Adams of Detroit 
Red Wlng.s Is a bit Irked about 
a penally Imiwscd liy referee Red 
Storey.
Pete Goegan of the Wings was 
given a 10-mlnute mi.sconduct 
|)ehalty by Storey in Tuesday 
night’s Stanley Cup .semi-final lx;- 
tween Detroit and Montreal Cana 
diens. The Montrealers, ineldcnt- 
Blly, plaifterert the Wlng.s 8-1. ,
"Do you know what Goegan 
said to get tho |>cnnlty7” asked 
Adams, "All he said Wati: ” I ace.
Hed. ymi live in Moptreal ’
"Well, ill’s true. Isn’t it, that of pllelur Rudy, Mtnnrcln, 
Red does live in Montreal? jls U'flom Cmdnna^ll Hcdleg,s «f 
an Insult to say that?” I Nation«i League;
Fight Fan Medic 
Delivers Baby,
But Hears Fight
TRYON. N.C. (AP) -  Dr. 
George C. Vo.sburgh 1s an cn- 
thirslaatlc fight fan.
Put Just before the st'irt of the 
Carmen Basillo-Sugnr Ray Rob- 
in.son championship middleweight 
fight Tuesday night. Dr. Vos- 
burgh was called to attend a pa­
tient. In lalror.
In tho delivery room. Dr. Voa- 
burgh rigged iii) earpliones so he 
could ll.sten to the fight. '
During the eighth round. Mrs. 
Noble Lee Allen gave birth to a 
daughter. And Just ns Sugar Ray 
wa.s announced the winner, Mr, 
Allen gave birth to a l)oy,
Tiro Allens named the girl Car­
men and tiu) boy Kay,' ,
Little Leaguers 
To Revise Rules
CHICAGO (AP) — Ro-exnmlt> 
ation of rule.s and policies for the 
coming .sen.son is the main bu.si- 
nc.ss on the agenda of more than 
300 delegates to the third annual 
Congress of Little Leoiuc Base­
ball starting today.
The meetings will continue 
through Saturday, The delegates 
roproHont 4,500 leagues In tho 
United States, Canada, Mexico, 
Morocco, Europe and Hawaii. _
THE C.C.F. REMINDS YOU THAT 
"HE WHO PAYS THE PIPER CALLS THE TUNE.
/
The Financial Post', spokesman for big business in 
Canada, recently pointed out that "BIG BUSINESS 
WILL SWITCH HORSES IN THIS ELECTION.'1/
FORT PIERCE, Fla, (CP)-To 
ronto Maple 1,4'nfH o f  the Inter­
national lla.seball lA-aguo Wed 
IneMlay announce*! lire iiurchaxe
IF YOUR 
PAPER IS NliSSEP
Phone yoiir c.3rricr first 
Then if your Courier is not 




, And n copy will be 
(iespalchcd |o  you nt once
rhis special delivery service 
Is nvailabl(9 nightly befvretn 
7200 p.m. and 7i30 p.'ni.
The Post estimates that' big business will contri­
bute about "TWELVE MILLION DOLLARS, AS IT DID 
IN THE JUNE ELECTION" but "THE SIZES OF THE 
LIBERAL AND CONSERVATIVE TREASURIES WILL 
BE REVERSED."
These statem ents are bare-faced, unasham ed verifications of w hat the  
CCP has been telling  Canadians for 25 years. BIG BUSINESS IS  ONLY 
CONCERNED ABOUT WHAT THE TORIES OR THE LIBERALS W ILL 
DO FOR BIG BUSINESS.
Canadians must ask themselves: "WHAT FAV­
OURS WILL BE GRANTED TO THE GIANT MONO­
POLY CORPORATIONS WHO SUPPLY THE TORY 
CAMPAIGN FUNDS IF THE TOR IES ARE RE­
ELECTED"?
GO FORWARD WITH THE C.C.F.
The Party that is Financed by and 
Works for A ll Canadians
On M a rc h  31st V o te
\








The impetuous west is once again outstripping the stately 
cast in the preparations for the Allan Cup conflict.
Unfortunately, tlrts is no feather in the Western cap, mcrc- 
Iv a thorn in the side, and a costly bit of remissness that can
Red W in g s  G et
Sym pathy
I Little Wyndbifrgh 
I Odds Favorite
LONDON (AP) —• Sure-lumping 
UlUe Wyndburgh from the Scot- I tish lowlands o* Roxburghshire 
tap^Miars ce rta in  to be one of the 
I j shortest odds favorites ever to 
race the G randTtaU onal stecple- 
I chase. t '
1 Odds on the gelding held to a 




By W. R. WHEATLEY 
Canadian Frest Staff Writer
better
you.”
Dickie Moore and Doug ing the last part of the season." j da vs to go before the race.
Four 18-to-l bets a t the next-to-’fii*** 2-0.than what hapixmcd to frion. --------  --------  -  _ - ,  , ,,, ...Harvey waiting for the rubber? '[ Blake said he will go with the
MONTREAL .C P, -  DcRoi. Adams aBrce.1 .ha . .he .crrR.C: said he pi.hS ho I
Red Wings, ignominiously de-lac ing  might do hi.s club soinC changes for the second jam e  and 
feated 8-t by Montreal Can’adiens^good and that the players would (eels his club should rebound 
3uy V. ,v...v.a...~y Stanley I strike back Thursday in the sec-j from the trouncing and play more
once again hurt their chances, as it undopbtcdly Ultl lor tnc last semi-final, got no sym pathyjond gam e of the best-of-seven ser-jin ,(s accustomed fashion.
two vears, and m a y b e  more
W estern Lesgue
Winnipeg 5 Edmonton 2 
Victoria 4 New W estminster 6 
lo ten is tleaa l Lesgae , 
Indianapolis 3 Louisville I 
Indianapolis leads best • of • 
seven final 2-1.
British Columbia Senior 
Rossland 3 Kelowna 7 
Kelowna leads bcst-of-schcn
The B.C. championships arc in Jjicir final stages, with the
Wednesday — certainly not from les before the team s move to De- 
General M anager Jack  Adams, troll. .was both
•‘They couldn’t have beaten the THEIR MO.NEY tious
indicates that B e r n i c  tBoomjSpringsilver and Sentina,
Boom) Geoftrion, who made hlsl 20-to-l were H art Roval, 
appearance Tuesday after being j Eagle Lodge. Plppykin and Val- 
Coach Toe Blake of Canadiens -sidelined two months, will be u.scdj(am Spark. Then cam e'A thenian 
exhilarated and exclusively on the power!at 22-to-l.
I play.
■K T.,, ihi-m tv in e  over bv the weekend. This is in linc iverdun  Uocal team ) juniors last' But he still wasn’t going to be-j ‘ We outplayed them from th e ’ H ^
possibility of them being over oy tnc  wccxcnu. 1 ...... 'n igh t,"  fumed Adams. ;Come too enthusiastic. istart. got the jum p on them. but;news to the Red Wings to
E.S.B.. the only former winner 
good in. the field, was 25-to-l and Glo-
with the l^atton Cup plans, since they arc slated to start April; ^^Jams was reported to have! -F o r  years I’ve been dying w ith,they’re  still dangerous,” said that they’ll facing the
7 eivinc the scries time to go the full seven games without been’ lu st as vitriolic in talking^the.se guys, Now Fm not going to 
/ ,  fci’ iut. u lc  s c u ts  b directly to his players— m aybe'd ie any more. Not for- hockey
cramping either club.
The eastern end of the Patton Cop semis is under way,
Blake. "You can write off that 
lopsided score. There probably
you are  a National Hockey Lea-i (ilayer.s. I t’s their money, n o tw o n ’t be another game like that 
gue team  but you didn’t play like, mine, they’re tossing off." ,in the scries.
. one. . . .  If you have no feeling of. Coach Sid Abel agreed his! "I was glad to see our power
between Red Deer and the Winnipeg Maroons, and tney willipj.j^^. Reserve anything Wmgs couldn’t have Ix-cn much! play had a lot of hustle for a
'  ----------------“  w orse. I change. In the last few gam es of
"W e’ve got to hold down pcnal-jthe season, after we had clinched 
tics for one thing," he said. "'Tliat the NHL titlCi there was a le t
 ,  n to the  i s t  knowjrious Twelfth 28-to-l
that V ruined
BiyO CAT
NEW ANNA. N.S. (CP)—Re­
ports of a cougar being sighted 
in th is 'a re a  sent Robert Stew art 
on a hunt which resulted in the 
I killing of a wildcat, whose tracks 
w ere U rge enough to  have been 
m istaken for those of a cougar.
First Small 
Boats Officer
be able to make it in time by humping, since the April 7 date, 
will be plavcd in the home of the B.C. winner, unless Redj 
Deer wins, in which event the B.C. club travels there for two;
games. ,
All this is nice and tight, and the result should be thatj
the western half of the Allan Cifp finals have their house inj , , -  ■ ■
order by April 21 or thereabouts, giving them a rest of two; 
or three davs before the finals, due to sta^l on April 24 in the: 
home of the western winner. j
Herein lies the rub. j
’ EASTERN POT-POURRI
Down cast, however, it is a horse of a different color.
Instead of four teams still in contention, it seems that 
every hamlet from Buctouchc to Bagotvillc has an entry in some 
kind of play-off or other, with nothing dedinite having re­
solved itself in many of them yet.
Maybe they could engage in suddcn-dcalb, onc-game se­
ries, played in a monster rally in the Maple Leaf Gardens on 
an open weekend. Otherwise, it looks like they may have some 
trouble meeting the dead-line date.
If this is not suitable, maybe they couhtl have all the 
team captains meet in the Royal York for a convention, and 
shoot craps to decide the eastern representative.
While the above suggestions may sound ridi«oulous to you, 
they sound no more foolish to us than the ultimotc answ er- 
cool off the red-hot westerners’ heels for a puriod of two 
weeks or so.
It is to be hoped that this will not be the cane this year, 
since the matter of dates for the Allan Cup finals was published 
in. plenty of time for both ends of the country to be able to 
shoot at the same target. A waiting period can be a kfller, blunt­
ing the keen edge of competitive spirits, and costing (fae waiting 
club much in patience and money.
But we are from Missouri, and we can be shown,
MAY SEEK RE-INFORCEMENTS
The Warriors, smarting from their unceremonious treat­
ment at the hands of the Packers, may be going out after a 
helping hand or two when they get back into their ovfn home 
territory.
Although not too generally known around here, the rules 
make it quite permissible for either the Warriors or l?ackcp 
to add three men from their own Ica^e when they meet in
inter-league competition, as_th^y are right now.
This ruling was in effect lasT^arralsofbut coach Oeorge 
' Agar of the Vernon Canadians and Roy McBride of the Spo­
kane Flyers agreed to get together and stay away from re­
enforcing.
This year both clubs indicated to Leo Atwell of- Nellson,
BCAHA registrar, that they didn’t plan any strengthening, but 
learn manager Fini Rossi said yesterday he would see how they 
made out in last night’s game,
Neither he nor coach Mike Buckna have been talking to 
anyone over that way, they said, but there are one or tv^o boys 
around the loop who will give them some hejp.
Asked whether the Packers had any intentions of adding 
to their roster, team manager Bob Giordano grinned,“ Does it 
look like wc have to?’’
As for coach Jack O’Reilly, he’s still playing them one
at a time, and when there is need for any thinking about re 
inforcements he will act, he said, not before.
There doesn’t appear to be any need at the moment.
Montreal power play will m urder 
you.”
1 This was in keeping with what I goalie Terry Sawchuk told a sym- 
Ipathetic fan: "How would you like
down. But I’m not surprised at 
the top form the club showed last 
night and can show when under
pressure.
’‘At the same time wc don’t ex­
threesom es 
Tuesday.
M aurice ( R o c k e t )  Richard, 
.snapping out of a late season 
slump that followed his return 
after a long layoff, scored two 
goals and two assists and rookie 
Phil Goyette led the so-calltd 
third line with three goals.
Tuesday's game was No. 112 
for the Rocket in playoffs. The 
record Is 116, held by Ted Lind­
say, formerly of the Red Wings 
and last season with Chicago 
Black Hawks who finished fifth'
them iG reendrill, Brookling and Tibcr- 
e tta; 40 - to • 1 Colledge M aster, 
Longmead, Syiiney Jones, Ace of 
Trumps, Rendezvous HI and The 
Crofter: 50-to-l Richardstown and 
Top Twenty, and 66 - to - 1 Wise 
Child.
(o look up and sec Maurice Rich-lpcct to win that easily again. De- 
ard. Jean Beliveau. Bernie Gcof-'troit was plenty tough for us dur-1 and missed the post-sea.son senes.
SAND and GRAVEL 
Crushed Roadway Gravel 
BULLDOZING 









OTTAWA (CP' — John Hamil­
ton. C anada's first small boats 
officer, plans to travel across 
Canada helping operators of small 
boats understand and use a new 
booklet of sm all vessel regula­
tions.
Representatives of m anufactur­
ers, baoting and tourists associ 
utions, provincial governments 
and police forces proposed amend­
ments t^ the first draft of the 
proposed volume in a two-day 
meeting in Ottawa this month.
Mr. Hamilton, who became 
Canada’s first small boats officer 
when the position was created 
about a year ago, says the new,
‘ one-book’’ regulations will give 
the sm all boatsm an an casy-to- 
get-at “ clear knowledge” of boat­
ing regulations as they affect 
him.
IN A NUTSHELL
“ Everything is in a nutshell 
Before, he had to search through 
the voluminous Canada Shipping 
Act and pick out regulations in 
different sections;’’ he said.
Information obtained by Mr 
Hamilton in visits to Winnipeg 
Vancouver and throughout On­
tario and Quebec also is being 
used in the booklet.
The departm ent now is consid 
ering several amendments to the 
original regulations’ d raft pro­
posed by the meeting.
Delegates . watered down 
clause, that would have made 
boatsm an im paired by alcohol or 
a drug guilty of an offence if he 
“has the care or control of 
vessel, w hether it is in motion or 
not.” . Boat users argued m any 
boats become homes with owners 
living and drinking aboard.
Other suggestions put forward 
included compulsory licensing of 
all power boats and sail boats, 
regardless of size; a national d is­
tress signal for sm all boats, and 
giving the transport departm ent 
power to set speed limits on 
w ater areas as recomrhended by 
municipalities and responsible 
organizations.
E ditor's Note: We feel this 
story to be of particu lar in terest 
locally, with the tremendous in­
crease hi sm all boat ownership, 
and the consequent hazards cre­
ated by the heavier flow, of tra f­
fic. Locally, however, due in large 
part to the combined actions of 
the RCMP, Yacht Club and Sea 
Cadet Corps, we have been for­
tunate, even in the height of. the 
Regatta, in keeping accidents a t 
a minimum.
THE W ELCOME REFRESHM ENT OF











COURIER W ILL BE TH ERE
For the remainder of the series over in Trail, your humble 
colmunist will be filing enough stuff to keep you in the picture 
about the goings-on in the Kootenays. X
Don’t forget to read the Courier, keep your Packer Backer 
buttons and hats ready, because it is shaping up to be a great 
big series against Winnipeg, the way wc see it right now,
Latest buzz tells us that they have Sugar Jim Henry in 
goal, replacing Don Simmons, now peddling his wares as a 
Sparc and possibly a .starter in Stanley Cup play.
They also have ancient Bill Juzda, Gord Simpson, Sheldon 
Bloomer and Chuck Lumsden for defence, with Tom Rockey 
and I.awric May on the string, also. This adds up to a big, 
rugged blue line patrol,with plenty of cj^pcricncc.
On the forward line, they arc reported to have Freddie 
Diinsmorc, Ian McIntosh and Murray Balagus, all members of 
. the club thill came out here two yciirs ago, but nothing has 
, been mentioned about Jim McKenzie, although he may come 
with the club.
Among Ollier names, we notice one that, stuns us. Gordie 
Robinson, the man says. Well, if that turns out to be the fcllpw 
wc used to peddle teiegranis with 20 years ago, wc will si;irt 
doing our c,\crciscs again.




Because Bo p arty  shows alertness to the times. All are apa­
thetic to the w orld’s disorder and lawlessness.
HOW  VOTE?
By w riting on the ball6t paper. Or, leaving it blank. It is then 
a “spbilt" Ballot. Y et you have exercised the franchise. ^
NOTICE
The .Okanagan M useum  and A rchives Association 
w ill hold it.s Anmtnl G eneral M eeting in the Board- 




A vote for a parly nicana apatheUcness to the wiirlil'a 'ivantoiuicss.
No pnrl,v is cll.sn.s.socintinR itself from the "m ost warlike nation in the world" 
(Cyrus S .'E a to n , hum anlsl-lndustrinlist); L.ord Ru.s.sell's "alm ost certain" that 
the U.S, was Ruilty of m urder (Rosenberg case): $100,000 offered by the U,S. 
.for stealing of anotlier country’s plane: tlio minor crude lie of "the cone’  ̂ going 
lip into outer space,and returning Iq earih  again. The moral value .of that nation 
Its zero, and this i ru e ra l election la silent. Shame, shame*.
lill0;000,0O() alleged offered for Nasser to be killed, . ' ' ,
This is the world of ciithroats In which we liye. Juvenile delinquency .submerges 
into prospective and their elders' emerges In all its shame,
W r are responsible — Cnnndn is responsible. Canndn can break 
a(ivay from the clutches of the United S tates — Set an exam ple
W hat can one nation do? F lcnty -— Even enough 
W hat cap an individual do? Heaps — Even enough 
First: Recognize the disorder — Second: Condemn it
AND, ALL THE TIME: BE CONSISTENT; ACT NEGATIVELY
OR FOSITIVKLY
in the Case of the Ballot--"Spoil" It!
E x p rc .’i.sions q f o p i n i o i v o r  questl(.iiis  a r e  in v ite d .
' alec C. BEASLEY
lU t .  I, W IN F IE L D , B X . P H O N E , W IN FI El I) 25.11
VOTE A PROTEST VOTE
A common reaction to the idea of "spoiling” ones ballo t is
"W h a t  good w il l  th a t  do? Such b a llo ts  w ill  be th row n  a w a y !"
In fact the idea is so unusual, so negative as to seem plain crazy.
NO! NO! NO!
Ballots ARE counted, the "good” and th e  "bad .” They are preciou*;
hits of paper under lock and key W ITH O U T DISCRIMINATION. For a 
ballot Is a ballot w hether the cross is on It or off it.
ALL ballots are destined to be throw n aw ay bu t not ONE before- 
the other,
ALL are scrutinized TENSELY by TENSE people. "Good” 'and 
"bad” have potential undiscrim inntable effect upon hum an destiny.
These llme.s are tenhc*. And quick. As a pin drops it Is heard  across Canada. 
The ground .swell . . .  It has been sm othered.
Whichever party gets into office it will not represent the people for 
L is te n : 53̂  ̂ o f C anad ians w an t w orld  g o Y ern m e n t In  B.C, 62% ^
\  This Is World G overnm ent to end world disorder and ̂  lawlessness
Frorp the parties i.s heard the .word "peace.” "Peace” the cry 
of, "I 'll be good!”
Too late, Yon will he good under law, under government, under
W orld G overnm ent.
Voters! Alert Yourselves! Censor Your Party...Say
NO
"Spoil” your ballot. (W rite on it or leave It ManW *
* Recent |)oll. “
■ I *
I
Operetta W ill 
Be Presented 
Next Tuesday
Presentation by the Summer- 
land Singers and Players Oub of 
the Glbert and Sullivan s oper­
etta “Pirates of Penzance” which 
was to have been staged last 
evening at the Anglican Parish 
Hall, was postponed due to ill­
ness on the part of one of the 
principals.
It has been announced that the 
performance will now be held on 
Tuesday, April 1.
Side-Splitting Holiday Fare 
Offered W ith KLT's "Dram m er
" I
TV Just A Fraud 
According To 
n o  Year Old
Kelowna Liitle Theatre’s cen­
tennial offering, “Love Rides the 
Rails, or Will the Mail Train Run 
Tonight?” supplies spiced hani 
in quantity as an Easter treat 
aWu 8 and 9 at the Empress 
Theatre.
Have you a burning desire to 
hiss the villain? Suppressed, also 
because they don’t do that these 
days? Here’s news for you. You 
can let yourself go in this latest 
production, what’s more you’ll 
never be noticed because you 
will have joined the crowd bent 
on uninhibited enjoyment of a 
good old-fashioned meller-dram- 
mer.
The villain boasts traditional 
moustaches, his dastardly cohort
HITHER AND YON
is a real reptile! The hero loves 
the shrinking heroine with a 
tender but mardy ardor.' and the 
heroine dedicates her life to the 
care of her aged parent, a widow, 
no less.
You will thrill to the adventures 
ot the heroine, who faces a fate 
worse than death, ch ill, at the 
hero’s plight, caught in the dead­
ly machinations of Carlotta Cor­
tez, the shady lady of the Para­
dise Cafe, but no matter what 
happens, it will be one of the 
funniest evenings you have ever 
spent at the theatre.
Tickets for this fun-filled farce 
are now on sale at Long's and 
owing to the large number of 
season ticket holders, delay may 
mean disaster.
RECENT VISITORS . . .  at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ray For­
rest were Mr. and Mrs. C. S. 
Graham of Decatur, Mich., who 
have been enjoying an extended 
holiday through Arizona, South­
ern California and coastal as well 
as interior B.C. points.
SUPPER PARTY . . . Honoring 
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. F . Dodd who 
are leaving Kelowma, Mr. and 
Mrs. N. K. Loyd'entertained at 
a small supper party recently,
EASTER BUNNIES
By TRACT ADRIAN 
“ These two little girls are all 
set for Easter in their new 
frocks designed to look like 
mama's latest model. Both of 
the toddler dresses feature low- 
ered waistlines, clearly showing 
the influence of the “Roaring 
Twenties.”
Lelt: a blue no-iron cotton
with an all-around pleated 
skirt and a blouson top with a 
low, wide belt tied in back. 
Right: a box-pleated, loosely 
belted chemise of no-iron cot­
ton in a pink and white check. 
The dropped belt is anchored 
by tabs at the hip line. A self- 
piped- saddle yoke and white 
collar and cuffs are the only 
other adornments.
=Good Adult Reading Strongest 
^Weapon In W ar On Pornography
By GARY CLEVELAND 
MTERS, Ph.D.
Every now and then, some 
rjgroui? of a local community, fed 
.up with the prevalence of sala- 
“clous literature and lurid pic­
tu re s , will set out to clean things 
/■iqj. Usually it proceeds under a 
lo ca l or state law. As a result, 
jlhis type of literature disappears 
!.<or a while only to return again 
>Vhen things quiet down.
Z Parents who want decency in 
^ tera tu re  for their children wish 
*that the salacious kind would 
vpermanently disappear.
,POPULAR BOOKS 
■ But while they are busy in fur- 
’thering what they consider decent 
literature for their children, not 
-many of then! bother much about 
f'ialacious literature they them- 
' pelves are reading under the 
guise of “popular books.”
“ Some of the best-sellers among
I ^ ^ - - - - - - - - - - —




! By SYLVIA HACK 
II Canadian Press Staff Writer
• LONDON (CP) The brightly 
J^lored poster, showing a little 
girl carefully depositing rubbish 
In a litter basket, offers a clear 
Invitation to Britons to .do like­
wise.'
> It marks the start of a cam- 
Baign by an organization that 
calls Itself the Keep Britain Tidy 
Group to persuade taxpayers to 
lave themselves a substantial 
iproportioh of the £11.000,0()0 they 
•re  spending annually to keep 
their streets clean, 
u The estimate came from Hous­
ing Minister Henry Brooke, who 
told a  meeting of the new group 
|)iiit he had been invited to ad- 
dkes^ them in the capacity of 
Britain's “ minister for litter 
Ha,, preferred to think of himself 
ga the “ minister against litter."
*• The meeting produced plenty 
I f  helirful suggestions Including 
•na from the princess royal, who 
opened the conference, that loud- 
f a k e r s  should be used at large 
(stheiings to keep people litter-
I p M ^ i s  BUS TICKETS 
^^Somebo^ else thought of Intro- 
jductng edible bus tickets, made 
Bf flee paper. On-the-spot fines 
antt-lltter slogans on wrap- 
S ngs were discussed and it 
Wak suggested that garbage men 
^ ig h t M encouraged to leave 
)isa Utter when they collect
speaker told a story about 
B farmer who observed a group 
o f picknickera leaving a mess bc-
Snd, The farmer made a note of •  p«r^*a licence number, filled 
«  lack with the refuse and, after 
l i^ ln in g  their address from the 
ucensing authoiitiiyi, went to the 
wteknicker* house and emptied 
^  sack on the drawing - room
f c h u te r  Ede. home secretary in 
Hta laat Labor gox’emmcnt and 
jm sldent of the Commons, Foot- 
m th s  and Open Spaces Presorva 
Iton Society, thought there should 
f^ p eo p le  In alt districts willing 
Ao ket as voluntary wardens to 
that new anti-utter laws were 
la rrlM  outj , ^
QRupett Spelt, a Conservative 
tofTnner of Parliament, said he 
i t  ahortly to 'p u t  a bill ' 
i>iirUament to Impose fines of up 
to  Aid <dfendera.
books read chiefly by the intelli­
gentsia of America, most of 
whom consider themselves as 
having high moral and cultural 
tastes, have many'obviously por­
nographic pages.
For example, in the' past few 
years two bwks have, for a long 
while been at the very top of 
the list of best-sellers. V/Yio would 
suppose that either of these books 
would even win a middle or low 
place among best-sellers if the 
pornographic pages were omit­
ted? I
WORD PICTURES 
True, these books fion't have 
actual pictures, but they have 
very vivid word pictures. Imag­
ine these paragraphs illustrated 
by actual pictures thrown on the 
screen!
Could you and I imagine any­
thing more lurid than the pic­
tured magazines which many 
\ouths have in their possession? 
These youths have a problem to 
keep such pictures out of the 
sight of their parents.
Many parents also have the 
oroblem of keeping some of the 
books they are reading away 
from their teen-age boys and 
girls. When youths find them, 
they must suppose their parents 
are hypocrites.
SOMETHING IS LOST 
Yet when children and par­
ents feel they must hide such 
things from one another, some­
thing very precious in family re- 
lationshpi Is lost.
Writing from Connecticut, a 
mother expresses concern over 
having found in a drawer of her 
thirteen - year - old son’s room 
"two of the model magazines 
with half-clothed sexy girls.” She 
says that “ thirteen seems so 
young for dirt."
Just how old should people be 
to read the kind of dirt they 
have henrd but have never be­




Q. Is TV viewing a good sub­
stitute for being rend to for chil­
dren of age 2 to 7?
A. Of cour.se not.
NAPANEE, Ont. (CP) — Miss 
Nellie Clarke believes she will 
celebrate her 110th birthday on] 
Thursday (March 27*. j
Miss Clarke is confident of the 
number of years, and a friend, 
EM Hagerman, 59, of Kingston, 
vouches for it. Actual proof was 
lost 78 years ago when a fire in 
her home destroyed the family 
Bible in which her birth date was 
recorded.
Another who vouched for Miss 
Clarke’s age was a schoolmate. 
Mrs. Nelson Sharpe, an aunt of 
Mr. Hagerman. Mrs. Sharpe died 
last year at age 198.
GOOD APPETWE 
Miss Clarke has lived in this 
area all her life. She now lives 
with Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Howse 
near this town, almost 19 miles 
we.st of Kingston.
Her birthday will probably be 
celebrated quietly. Mr. Howse 
said she has been ill recently and 
is confined to bed. Her hearing j 
and sight now are weak, but she 
was up and around until a month 
ago.
Miss Clarke can recall the 
first time a wood-burning loco­
motive came through the district.
She was born in nearby^ Pitts­
burgh Township, raised in the 
Wilton and Odessa districts and 
educated in Link’s Mill school. 
She became a housekeeper on the 
farm of Mr. Hagerman’s grand­
father, and then kept house for 
the late Mrs. Sharpe for about 
40 years. On the latter’s death, 
Miss. Clarke moved to the home 
of Mr. Howse, whose wife is a 
daughter of the late Mrs. Sharpe.
Miss Clarke says modem auto­
mobiles are “ all_ right," but she 
describes television as “just a 
fraud.” She also considers oil 
burners as “a lazy man’s fire” 
compared to the old days of cut­
ting and splitting wood, carrying 
out the ashes and keeping a pile 
of cordwood in the kitchen.
NDCON TO s o m n  AMERICA.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Vic-e- 
President Richard Nixon an­
nounced Saturday be will visit 
eight South American counties on 
an April 26-May 15 goodwill tc«r. 
Accompanied by Mrs/ Nixon, the 
vice-president will visit AxfteO’ 
tina, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador. 
Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay aixl 
Venezuela.
■ ROYAL STYLE
The town of CorooaUrm, Alta., 
was so named at the ttnvR.̂ ifThe 
coremation of GeorferV’ln  IMl.
U
Cancer research car.
ried out in eight of the teo ^ n -  
adian provinces. Mwst me
money for Us support is pro­
vided by the Canadian Cancer 
Society.
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MRS. H. W. J. PATERSON . 
accompanied by her daughter, 
Mrs. Ray Bostock returned from 
a week’s hoUday in Vancouver 
spent with Mrs. Paterson’s 
mother, Mrs. A. £ .  Griffin.
TRAVELLED GUEST* . .  After 
spending a holiday of a year and 
a half in South America. Mrs. H. 
McCoU has been the guest of her 
sister-in-law, Mrs. R. S. Sweet 
for the past two weeks enroute to 
her home in Winnipeg.
TENTH BIRTHDAY PARTY 
. . .  Guests at a bitihday supper 
party for Pamela Millar, daugh­
ter of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Millar, 
this week included Patsy Green. 
Cheryl Daft, Susan Underwood 
nd Patsy Bell.
M illionaire Proposed To Her 
Says Actress Linda Christian
RIO de JANEIRO (AP) - 
star Linda Christian said todify 
Brazilian millionaire Dirceu Fon- 
toura proposed to her aboard his 
yacht Sunday.
“ I didn’t say yes or no," she 
said. “I just told him 1 didn’t 
want to get married now. I don’t 
believe in rushing into things. 1 
believe in long engagements.” 
Linda took up with the textiles 
magnate‘after* she broke off her 
around-the-world romance with 
Francisco Pignatari, a Brazilian 
metals millionaire, three weeks 
ago. Pignatari, embarrassed by 
her presence here, staged a street 
demonstration last Saturday with 
his friends carrying signs de­
manding; “Linda go home."
Linda, former wife of Holly­
wood actor Tyrone Power, broke 
the news of Fontoura’s proposal 
in a most casual way.
A reporter called at noon to 
arrange for photographs of her
Film and Fontoura. Linda sounded 
sleepy and said she had just 
awakened.
“You know Dirceu asked me to 
i marry him,” she purred. "He
asked me yesterday aboard his 
yacht.”






“So you. did make a hole-in- 
one at long last .Well, dear, 




THE SLENDER TAPERED PUMP 
IS EVEN PRETTIER
One look at their gently tapered toes agleam and you know 
these pretty pujttjps are the jewels you’ll want . . .  to wear 




quite flattering . . .  yet so fashionably 
and, of course, these are Gold Cross
WILLIAMS SHOE STORE
PENDOZI STREET
in cheoilng on Easter suit, decid* 
which is more important to you —*  ! 
style or long wear. In classics, most 
of the cost goes into materials and — 
workmanship; in dressmaker items, 




TORONTO (CP)—The progress 
of women has been not so much 
feminist as democratic says Brit­
ish novelist Vera Brittain. •
Miss B r i t t  a i n, wife of Dr. 
George Catlin, professor of polit­
ical science at McGill University, 
Montreal, was guest speaker Sat­
urday at a meeting of the Council 
of B\i s i n e s s and Professional 
Women’s Clubs of Metrppolitan 
Toronto.
The title of her speech, “lady 
into woman,” was also the title 
of one of her 22 published books. 
Miss BHttain lives in London 
and Montreal.
In civilized countries, the self- 
reliant woman has replaced the 
helpless lady — a , democratic 
change—linking all women of all 
classes in their quest for liberty, 
she said.
The quest for women’s rights 
was not a middle class phenom 
enon. But it was they who were 
sheltered and who had the time 
and money to lead the move­
ment, ,
Although women In the west 
now were emancipated, they still 
were the “ interrupted sex,” hav­
ing to decide small problems at 
all hours of the day and lacking 
the power of concentration neces­
sary for creative work.
The following Brownies suc­
cessfully passed their “Golden 
Hand” tests on March 22:
Kelowna District I — Marian 
Hamilton, Patricia Warman, 
Glory Favell, Bonnie Angus, Jo­
anne Taylor, Patricia Conn, Betty 
Eso, Joan Hodgkinson, Janice 
Walker, Kathleen Swordy, Mar­
garet Smuland, Linda Watson, 
Sharon Gerk, Laurie Scoullar, 
Lucille Wunderlich, Louise Wun­
derlich, Jennifer Shaw, . Susan 
Aynsley, Wendy Dubbin; Andrea 
Burbank, Linda Atkinson, Carol 
Henderson.
Kelowna District II—Judy Or si, 
Norma Darroch, Lorraine Menu, 
Gail Peers, Fern Wales, Marlene 
Malen, Colleen Stewart, Karen 
Harding, Betty Ann Hayes* Gil­
lian McKenzie, Margaret Cundy, 
Linda Mitchel, Gillian Barclay, 
Jennifer Smith, Gail Vickers, 
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This Is a ONE ONLY for each Item sale! Flr.st come . . , fir.st 
aervedl Hurry, and ahop early for the applinpcc you wnint!
Re*. SALE
10 eu. 11. Falrbanka Mono RefrUerator OKO Q K
with lull width 50 lb. freezer ................... -  324.95 Z J 7 . 7  J
Apt. Slie Morphy RIoharda , |  QC
Refriierator ....... .— 179.95 1 ^ 7 . 7 3
Weatem Gaa IFSimaoe, OQC AH
“Thln-Boy" Model . . . i . . . . . . . . — ................. W8.0() Z O J .U l#
Falrbanka Morae |  O A AA
Gaa Clothea Dryer ....................................... 270.00 I O v .U y
Norge Automatlo 0 0 0  OC
Waaher .........      379.95 Z 7 7 . 7 J
Bylyanta | Q C  Q C
rortable TV  ............     ....219,95 I 7 J . 7 J
Brlranlfi O C Q  O C
Stylelincr TV ..................... .....z. 289.95 X J 7 . 7 J
Eureka'Canolater-type Vacaum, •jfQ QC
wheels, and 5 attachm enta............................ 99.95 • 7 . 7 , J
Vaed Beudix f«A AA
Auto. Home Laundry ........  Special J w » w v
the list...
Vote A Protest Vote
A com mon reaction to th e  suggestion of “ Spoiling” ones ballot by 
w riting  on it  or leaving it b lank , as a p ro test of a ll parties being u n ­
acceptable in  th a t they  a re  n o t fu rthering  the  crying need of the  day to 
end  w orld  disorder and  law lessness is
“ W hat good w ill th a t do? Such ballots w ill he throw n away!”
In  fact th e  idea is so Unusual, so negative as to seem plain  crazy.
Md, No, No/
Ballots are couiijted, the "good" and the "bad." 
They are precious bi|ts of paper under lock and key 
without discrimination. For a ballot is a ballot whether 
the cross is on it or off it.
All ballots are destined to be thrown away biit 
not one before the bther.
All are scrutinized tensely by tense people. "Good 
a n d  "bad" have potential undiscriminatable effect up 
on human destinyi.
II
These tim es are tense. Perhaps a pin dropping can be heard across 
Canada. T here is a ground swell. The parties w ould sm other it. The 
people a re  ahead of th e ir  leaders. No party  to  come into office w ill 
rep resen t them .
Because 53% o f  C anad ians w a n t W o r ld  Government/
( In  B.C. 6 2 7 c!!)*
W orld governm ent to end w orld  d isorder and  lawlessness and this 
genera l election is s ilen t. Sham e, shame!
1 /
A toque, a cloche, a flowered h a t . . .  whatever shape your 
Easter “bonnet” takes, it’s sure to be flattering and feminine 
when you choose it from our array of heavenly hats. Come 
in, see them . . . choose now for Easter parading. Low 
prices start a t ............. ............. ....................................
The a le r t v o te r, 53% o f Canadians, can do no other 
th a n  be theniselyes, be Consistent, be log ica l, rebel 
and say
NO
to  any  endorsem ent o f p a rty
2.98
See the New Half Hat
A two way hat 
It's the late.st in headwear.
NEW DRESSES
Choose your, Eastcr-and-nftcr dresses from 
our fr(jsh, new collection. Here arc sleeveless 
and half-slctocs in cotton sateen and drip- 
dries, all very fashion wise by T«»i Lynn — 
I.4;bo(f Leo Danal . . .  tmd at prices you 
don’t have to wince at.
FROM ,
8.95 up to 11.95
You'll l>c glad you waited and chose your 
outfit from
"You m ay lead  a  horse to  w a te r b u t you ca n no t 
m ake  h im  d r in k ! "
You can give me a slate of parties but you cannot 
moke me vote for one!




( W here  Cash Beats C re d it






Any ballo t Is “spoiled,” > even one th a t is le ft blank, If it docs not 
have an  orthodox X  exactly  In the  proper place.
“ Spoil” your ballo t in your own w ay  or, a i  above. >
•R ecent poll ' '






Legion Life Membership 
Awarded Joseph H. Fisher
A veteran member of Branch; Decision to bestow the life mem-jp^y holiday pay that nccumu
26, Canadian Legion, and a form-jfor the Legion and its affairs in! lated during his six 
er president, has been made borship was made at a general office.
, , . . .  I .u I u u ». honorary life member of the ! meeting of Branch 26 this week.
lAPt — A 43-ycar-old Moslem pilgrimage and for that only three wives, says he has had ganization. _ ^ Iwith President Jack Hay in the
26's delegate at the national con-1 cards a r e  being distributed 
vention to be held in Edmonton, | among B.C. Legion br&nches 
May 25 to 30. ' Several o( the local members aV-
A letter was read from barris-; have signed pledge ca^s .
ter A. W. Bilsland, representing O'®, foritca of their
former secretary-manager Don-i®̂ '®® to the blind, 
aid White, asking 5800. which Mr.' Another^ceremon.v of i>assing
White claims is owing for back I 'he International gavel ^  Gibson has beeni,. take place in a month s tune. ThejThomas u. uibson has ocen ap-
of gavel, now in Relow-na’s ixisses-i jiointcd c o m m a n d e r  Cana- 
Sion, will be passed to Vernon, jj^nw .staff and military'at-
New Canadian 
Army Attache





CAIRO — _ ^ _ _
Ptfvotian carnet dealer, who be- reason possesses the title of Hajj no favorite wife. 1 HorioriHl a.s a tribute to all the}",!"*
S S es w o m e ^ re  their before his name. . TWO-HOUR COURTSHIP many years he had worked hard‘' " “"̂
salt has married 31 times and; He says he docs not believe in He arranges to spend two days Kelowna was Joseph H. Fisher, 
is aiming to wed some more—Just m irriage for love. His only love weekly with each of his three} . . .
because he strives to be a gopdimarriage was at 26 when he was wives, and observes a day off for;
Moslem l*‘*reem” That wa.s bis first. jhis personal affairs. ii
HaJJ RUk el Manakhlv. father,TOO BUSY ' Quickest m aniage: at a tea
of 13 5<ms, is a dignified ' '*ft was my only love m arriage/^*^- cara to the
with an average income. Hcout M the 31 and it did not en-n’ornan sitting next to hi.s table, 
travelled to Mecca for the holy dure long.’’ Hajj Rlrk says. It She resi^nded. They left hand in
was ip  a lady doctor whom he'hand and were married two hours 
diviirced after two months be-p '̂®* -̂ . . .
cause she was "too busy to be a Youngest wife: A 16-year-old |
•• I schoolgirl .whom he divorced in I
E:i’ Maakhly justifies his fre-i''‘'o months after learning shei 
quent marrj’ing by quoting the |'''“® ®. flirt.
prophet Mohammed's words in' Busiest day: Divorcing four
the Koran: "A Moslem may take'wi'’®s in one day and replacing 
(our wives at one time”  jthem.
“I am a devout Moslem who Divorce In Islam is not expen- 
has never disappointed God i-sive. A Moslem who desires to di- 
ablde strictly by the rules of Is- vorce his wife pays about $2 to a 
lam. At the same time I am a'sheikh who hands out the divorce 
great admirer of women. I desire}warrant. Only four times has he 
them badly. So Instead of taking had to go to court, and all four
ruling ur/\mcan n ra/4 fliritnr* —.j
Branch 26 also is giving its sup.; at ^ r n o n .^ A ^ U ^ T lK ^ v ^ ^ ^  Washington, it was >n-
By J. C. GRAHAM 
Canadian Press Correspondent
AUCKLAND. N.Z. 'CPi -  For 
four months Auckland. New Zea
land, been host to a a wo a  and flirting with her and
queen. Yet she lives with .so lit- committing a sin. I’d rather 
tie show that her presence has: ^  ^
brought scarcely any publicity. displeased G od’’
Now departed for her island, „ajj at present has
kingdom. Queen Salole of Tonga 
has established a second home in 
Auckland. On medical advice she 
spends several months there dur­
ing the height of the summer, 
when the heat in tropical Tonga 
is especially oppressive.
Queen Salote, who stands over 
six feet tall, was a popular visi­
tor to London during the corona-} 
tion of Queen Elizabeth. She cap-i 
tured the hearts of the crowds! 
along the route When she refused! 
to have the roof of her carriage} 
raised, but sat smiling in the; 
rain.
Every inch a queen, and of fine 
regal c a r r i a g e .  Queen Salote 
nevertheless live,s simply and in 
close .contact with her people.
HAPPY REIGN 
The Tongans are brown - skin­
ned Polynesians, a happy, care-1 
free, intelligent people. In their 
South Pacific island group they} 
are managing with a good deal 
of success the transition from the 
Stone Age to the 20th century.
For 30 years Queen Salote has 
guided their destiny with wisdom 
and discretion, with the advice of 
a British Resident, but largely on 
her own responsibility.
Now 57, she has established a 
small part of Tonga in the Auck­
land suburb of Epsom. Here at 
183 St. Andrews Road, a quiet 
suburban street, is the Tongan 
royal summer residence.
Large numbers of Tongans 
come to Auckland, for higher ed­
ucation, or in search of fame or 
money. All of them go to the 
house In St. Andrews Road for 
encouragement or advice, just as 
they go to the palace in Nuku­
alofa, Tonga, when in trouble at 
home.
BOXER SERVANT
At one time it was not unusual 
to find Kitione Lave, Tongan 
I heavyweight boxer who was the 
biggest drq^w in the Pacific, do­
ing odd jobs about the palace. He 
declared cutting firewood for his 
queen was good training. The 
queen in turn kept an eye on his 
career and gave him much sound 
advice.
The house is decorated with 
Tongan decorative tapa cloth, 
handicrafts and shells. Girls in 
the kitchens prepare typical Ton 
, gan delicacies. Island songs hum­
med br played on guitars at all 
times of the day and evening 
bring a breath of home to exiles 
from the Friendly Islands, which 
l.s Tonga's other name. Every­
one. including the queen, goes 
barefoot about the house.
The queen makes visits to 
friends about the city and usually 
attends one of the Methodist 
churchc.s on Sunday, but she 
move.s about with so little fuss 
that few people in Auckland are 
aware of her presence among 
them.
TWO QUEENS VISIT 
When Queen E 1 i z a b e t h the 
Queen Mother visited Auckland 
la.st month .she spent one evening 
dining with Queen Salote by can­
dlelight in the onen air. They re­
newed a warm friendship formed 
when (!jueen Salote visited Ixindon 
for tire coronation. Rejxirts of the 
meeting between the two queens 
were the first mention of the Ton- 
gan ruler’s movements .since her 
arrival in u c k 1 a n d several 
months earlier.,
Children in several Auckland 
schools, however, are becoming 
used to having princes and prin- 
ee.sses as ciassnintes. The queen 
loves to have young people with 
her, and usually brings one or 
more of her grandclilldren with 
her to ntteiid school In Auckland.
One, nine-year-old Prince Tan- 
fa’ahau Manumntnongo, son of 
the crown prince and hence In 
the direct line of succession. Is 
attending King’s Si'hool, a private 
sctux'l in, Auckland.
Two y o u n g  princesses, how-| 
fver, have been at an ordinary 
state p u b l i c  school near tl̂ e 
quceh’.s summer residence In Ei>
*om.
MIX ERKFLY
One of them. Princess Salote 
Piiolevii. six- year -old sister of 
Prince Tniifi\’nha«, will shortly 
follow ,her grandmother home to 
Tonga,'She has been popular with 
her classniatca and has promised 
to send them squvcnlrs from her 
Island home.
Her 10 year - old cousin,
Princess Siulikutapu. will remain 
at the public school and llye at 
the summer residence, where a 
Tongan .staff is maintained the 
year round,
This royal familv from the Pa 
ctflc Is giving a fine riemonstra 
tion of how monarchy ran lie 
' malnttilncdWith a minimum of 
fuss nnd tKithcr, mix fteely with 
ordinary peo|vIe, and yet preserve 
dignity,
times the court ruled that he must 
pay monthly sums to his divorced 
wives. There were amicable fi­
nancial settlements by agreement 
in the other cases. JOSEPH H. FISHER
However, at the end of the 
meeting, Mr. Hay turned the 
gavel over to first vice-president 
Jack Bews, who will act as presi­
dent for a month until a decision 
is reached on whether an election 
should be held to name a presi­
dent to succeed Mr. Hay.
Mr. Hay is leaving the city at 
the end of the month to take a 
new post with,' the provincial 
highways department (ferries 
section* at Haney.
There will be a social evening 
at the Legion, March 31 in honor 
of President Hay.
The meeting also decided to 
donate $15(X) in local scholarships 
again this year. The scholarships 
are six in number, worth $250 
each. Sum of $100 also will be 
donated to the provincial com­
mand's scholarship fund.
Members also decided to spon­
sor a team in the little League 
(baseball) and voted $100 for that 
purpose
P. F. Hilborn, immediate past 
president, was named as Branch
port to the Eye Bank of Canada. . . ,
which has the sponshorship o fi‘*tchce sometime m June.
the national Legion body. ' " .....
A B.C. branch of the eye bank, THE U.AIl-V 
has been formed and pledge TIIUR.
COURIER 11 
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} nounced today. 
• | Brig. Gibson 
1 here to the 
t mid-August.
will move from 
U S. capital about
A W ord About Freedom !
Those who read my advertisements are seeing
FREEDOM IN ACTION I
My ads are political ads the same as all o ther political ads.
K elow na’s "Miss Canada” was asked a question: How can one best 
serve Democracy? It was at the tim e of a general election. She answ ered, 
"G et ou t and vote?” This, for a quick reply, was good. I, w ith  more 
tim e to consider would say
'Practice it  when the going is tough!'
ALEC C. BEASLEY
//I

















Lovely suits for you for 
Easter in 100% wool 
worsted crepe! In ma­
rine blue, rocket Ted, 
champagne beige. Just 
one style from a varied 
•election.
i ALIVE 
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K  I  The chcmi.se ligaln . . 
This time with n gcnlle, 
reliixcd look. M a n y
X »
The ea.sy flowing 
line.s of this soft 
wool tweed is just 
indicative of the 
m a n y  "chomi.se” 










give added ..v—y .., .  
interest. Choose rocket't ‘ 
rod, iced melon, mhrr.| 






Sweet 16's blaze of color , 
to toe. They touch o ff the
\' Ii
, TO W N ’ r o x r a
l.AniUTK. Que, (CP' Two 
foxes were killed recently here 
One animal, coi'neied in « wnikl-' 
shed, was sfiot by Police t,'bl‘d
Frnuuid Ttcpanler. lire, dthor 
wa* killed by a dog. '
XT ■
The Chem ise In fluence
The New You . . . in ihc spotlight of ihc moment"- 
the fashiort with a future . . , th e  Chemise,
In spile of all your first impression.s,The 
Chemise look i* a rcla.xcti look —  the line is 
easy, unfettered. And it shows its inllucncc in dresses, coats, suits 
apd even blouses. However,, there arc equally '
' important trends on the Spring fa.shion sCcnc to give ,
every woman a choice in selecting her vviirdrolw, 
Our suggestion I* she buys what looks and feels Wst on her . . . 
using her own inirror and innate
g(H)tl taste tts fashion criterion. \ '
. . the new Spring fashions burns a bright path, 
season w ith a spark not seen in years.
Spring '58 is the season of vibrant color -  Rocket Red, Marine, Blue, Iced 
Melon, Champagne Beige -- every one designed to bring out the NEW in YOU.
but at S W E E T  16  .
CAN YOU FIND . . .
s/ High Fashion 1/ High Colors V A t sucf) if fh  prices
N
 r \  n  ★  NO DOWN
. U . r .  P A Y M E N T
WHERE?
yours . . . at pin-money prices 
. . and ONLY at Sweet 16.
with-A whole Ka.stcr wardrobe can be 
NO MONKY DOWN at Sweet 16
Sweet 16 combines the newest fashions, colors, fabrics, at little money prices, 
Pl.DS “N.D.P., no down payment, which enables you to overcome the obsiaclo 
of no mbney down and big l-nstcr wardrobe ideas. Yes, Sweet 16 is Ihc place lo  
shop for fiaslcr ~  high fashion, high color —  liul# priccn for such style and 
•N .D .P . "No down pajmcni. ■
k . I-.. 'V '
Costs Less Than You Think To Advertise-Call 4445
Deaths
TOMIi.*MA — Funeral service 
lor the late Mr. Tokulchi Tomi- 
yama aged 72 years, who passed 
away on Tuesday evening. March 
23 at his home in Bcnvoulln will 
te  held from The Buddlst Church 
on Friday, March 28 ai 2 p.m. 
Interment in the Kelowna ceme- 
t^rv. Prayers will be held in the 
Buddist Church on Thursday. 
March 27 at 8 p.rh. Surviving Mr. 
Tomlyama h  hi.s loving wife in 
Japan. Three sons, Tom of Kel 
owna and two in Japan, two 
daughters, Mrs. Roy Tanaka of 
Benvoulin and Mrs. Ohara in 
Japan, 11 grandchildren. Day's 
Funeral Service Ltd. is in charge 
of the arrangements.________^
Funeral Homes
The Interior’a Fine it Rlortuary 
D.W'S FUNERAL SERVICE
Wanted To Rent Articles For Sale I  Position <Wanted Building Materials
WANTED TO RENT BY RE­
LIABLE party, month of August, 
two or three bedroom home on 
Lakesbore. Write Box 4400 Kel- 
own Courier. ITS
PREMIER VACUUM AND ALL 
attachments, $12.50. Phone 8876.
179
URGENTLY NEEDED A FUR 
NISHED house or apartment by 
highway surveyor and family 
with two children for six months, 
willing to pay $90.00 - $125.00 
monthly. Experienced landscape 
g a rn e r  will Ipok alter grounds. 
Box 4395C Courier. 177
BABY’S HIGH CHAIR — Chrome 
with grey plastic seat and back. 
Phone 8767. tf
GOOD USED VACUUM CLEAN 
ER — Runs like new $20.00 com­
plete. Phone 2842 noon or eve­
ning. 180
WILL TAKE CARE OF CHILD 
in own home. Plwnc 4234. 178
YOUNG MAN WOULD LIKE 
job in sash and door shop as 
carpenter’s helper. Has had 3 
years experience. Phone 2996.
177
WHITE ENAMEL EASY SucUon 
Cup Washer. $30.00. Phone 8742.
176
For Rent
4 ROOM HOUSEl-RENT FREE 
in exchange for one bedroom and 





For all your building needs 
Lumber - Sash • Plywood 
Insulation • Cement - Bricks 
Paints • Doors - Floorings 
Buy local — Buy at 
\VM. IIAUG. A  SON 
1335 Water SL Phone 2066
180
LTD.
We offer you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
in suitable surroundings.
1665 ElUs St. Phone 2204
In Memoriam
SELLICK — In loving memory 
of my husband, J. V. Scllick, who 
pa.sscd away March 27, 1954.
Safe in the arms of Jesus,
Safe on his loving breast. 
There by his love o’ershaded. 
Sweetly thy soul shall rest.
—Sadly missed by his 
loving wife.
178
FURNISHED LIGHT HOUSE 
KEEPING room. Phone 3967 
after 5 p.m. 1^
TWO LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
rooms, furnished. Prefer elderly 
lady or gentleman. Call at 1810 
Ethel St., or phone 2177. 181
FOR RENT — 4 ROOMS AND 
bath, furnished, from 3 to 6 
months. No children. Last house 
on the left Lindahl Road, Five 
Bridges, Relowna ■_______ 1T7
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH- 
cd 2-room suite, private shower 
and toilet. Weekly or monthly 
winter rates $42.50 month. May to 
October Inclusive $45 month. 784 
Elliott Ave. M-Thurs. tf
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, 
lead, eta Honest grading.' Prompt 
payment made. Atlas lion and 
Metals Ltd.. 250 Fh-ioi St.. Van­
couver, B.C. Phone PAclfic 6357
M-TH-U
W A N T E D  




Vernon Rd„ 3 miles from Kelowna 
Phone 8433
__________ _________ 188
Motels -  Hotels
REGULAR
WORK










OSLO (Routers) — Out of the
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD 
for aU Building Supplies Special­
izing In Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect. 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver. B.C. 
GLenburn 1500. 180
with a unique Interest 
He Is 86-year-old Olav OlaN-son 
Bjaaland, sole survivor of Nor­
wegian explorer Captain Roald 
Amundsen’s expedition that was 
the first to reach the South Pole 
Dec. 14. 1911. .
One of Bjaaland’s most preci­
ous p o s s e s s i o n s  is a faded^
------ -------------  —  .........I photograph of Amundsen and]
countless millions throughout the (our companions standing' around
world who followed the exploits “ .................
of Dr. Vivian Fuchs and Sir Ed­
mund Hillary in the Antarctic, 
one old man living in a remote 
valley in the mountains of Cen­
tral Norway noted every detail
H IE DAILY COURIER 1* 
TllUR.. MAR. 27, 1958
Trailers
24 FT. HOUSE TRAILER — 
Modern Glendale make. Kala- 
malka T railer Court, Vernon, 
B.C. 178
the Norwegian flag, the first to 
be planted at the South Pole.
A donation to the Canadian 
Cancer Society is an investment 
in health.
REDSTONE’S TRAILER SALES 
and Service — Peachland, B.p. 
Phone Peachland 687. 1,94
178
TWO WHEEL TRAILER — Fully 
equipped and electrically wired. 
$300.00. Phone 8730. 177
Machinery and 
Farm Equipment
THREE RCX)M BASEMENT 
suite. Available April 1. Phone 
4685. 177
Coming Events
KINETTE CLUB IS HOLDING 
a bake sale and apron sale on 
Friday, March 28 from 10 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. at O. L. Jones Store.
177
THREE ROOM UNFURNISHED 
suite — Private entrance, $55.00. 
Adults only. Elderly people pre­
ferred. Phone 3108 or 883 Glenn 
Ave. 180
t h e  LADIES OF ROYAL 
Purple are holding a Rummage 
Sale at their Elks’ Lodge Rooms, 
227 Leon Ave., March 29th, 2 p.m.
178
TWO ROOM FURNISHED Suite 
•Rangette and refrigerator. Also 
sleeping room, men preferred, 
non drinkers. Phone 8085. 177
Personal
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE
Rooms by day, week, month 
Community kitchen, all facilities 
924 Bernard Ave. Phone 4124
189
CORNS? USE LLOYD’S CORN 
and Callous Salve and Pads for 
painful corns and callouses. 
Quickly effective. Salve 50c, Pads 




Tells you your past, present and 
future. Helps you in all prob­
lems of love, business, and mar­
riage. Speaks seven different 
languages, also Russian and 
Ukranian. A Geunine Fortune 
Teller.
525 Main St. Penticton
Phone 4129






Phones, Television. Laundry 




Your old Adding Machine, 
Has a HIGH Trade-in Value 
at




FULLY MODERN BACHELOR 
suite and semi-fumished apart­
ment. Use of completely auto­
matic washer and dryer, heated 
by hot water with individual 
thermostats. Apply Bennett Store.
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Housekeeping room for rent. 
Phone 2215. tf
Cars And Trucks
1956 METEOR RIDEAU Sedan-*- 
Automatic transmission, radio, 
tri-tone paint, tinted glass, 16,000 
miles. Trade and terms arranged. 
Phone 4064 after 5:30 p.m. 178
SPECIAL
TWO FURNISHED SUITES -  
Both have private entrance. 
Modern heating with gas, electric 
cooking stoves, built-in cup­
boards, refrigerator. Utility room 
with washing machine. 3 minutes 
walk to Post Office. 595 Lawrence 
Ave. Phone 3873. tf
Orchards -  Farms
WANTED — SOMEONE TO make 
use of several acres of good 
garden land. Apply to J. Johnson, 
Rutland Rd., or phone 8139. 182
Property For Sale
OWNER IS LEAVING TOWN — 
Compact 8-room family home, 
open fireplace. 220 wiring, fruit 
trees, newly decorated, $3,000 
197 down or reasonable offer. To 
w m ; FAV MORE? Our view » l l  a l 682 Okanagan Blv^
experience with natural gas can
1957 FORD FA IRLA N E club 
sedan, m etallic grey, w hite 
w all tires, au tom atic trans., 
lea ter, clock, w indshield 
w ashers, low m ileage, 1958 
plates.
WANTED — EXPERIENCED 
woman for general housework, 
family of three adults. Sleep in or 
out as preferred. Phone evenings 
8278k___________ _________ ^
GETTING AHEAD 
OR JUST GETTING BY?
If you are one of the many who 
would like to really start making 
some money in the sales field 
CaU 2830
between 10-12 only -
177
WANTED IMMEDIATELY 
Waitress for day shift. Good 
wages, Phone 2872._________177
WANTED — CORRESPONDENT 
— to represent Dun & Bradstreet
Phone 3504jo( Canada Ltd., in the Kelowna 
area, on a part time basis. Job 
requires direct interviews with 
business men in the district. Ap­
plicant should have general 
knowledge of local business. Ap­
ply by letter in your own hand­
writing, briefly stating work ex­
perience, educational background 
and present occupation. Retired 
persons are acceptable. Send your 
letter to P. K. Robb, Dun & Brad- 
street of Canada, Ltd., P.O. Box 
400, Vancouver, B.C. 178
3 HORSEPOWER IRRIGATION 
pump. Heavy duty. General Elec 
trie motor. For further details 
phone Nigel Taylor 6412. 178
Fuel And Wood
DRY BUSH WOOD — Immediate 
delivery $12.50 per cord, 2 cords 
$24.00. Phone 8433. 180








"UP IN SMOKE ff
Starring Huntz Hall and The Bowery Boys 
(Showing at 8:45)





A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR
Kelowna
Room 1, 453 Lawrence Ave. 
Phone 3903
Vernon
2803-32nd Ave. Phone 4236
be your answer to more econc^ n HA 2 BEDROOM HOME 
mical installation. For free esti- Automatic heat $5,000.00 cash to 
mates call 4646 Chet’s Gas Ser- mortgage .Box 4305C Kelowna 
vice. _________ 199 Courier. 175. 177, 179
^ P E R T  TYPING DONE AT 
homo. Invoices, statements, let­
ters, etc., done by fully ex­







NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY
RANGES
. 9 9 . 0 0
combination
129.00
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free eslimates. Doris Guest.
Phone 2 4 8 1 . ___________
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped.
Interior Septic Tank Service.
Phone 2674. _________
DEALERS IN ALL TYPES OF 
used equipment: mill, mine and 
logging supplies: new and used 
wire rope: pipe and fittings, chain 
steel pinto and shapes. Atlas Iron „
and Metals Ltd., Prior St.,
Vancouver, B.C., Phono ^ c lf lc  je w e l
6357. ______ ________electric, coal and
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT wood . .. 
and Commercial Photography, OORNEY AO AH
developing, printing, and cn- ELECTRIC RANGE . . .  0 7 . UU 
larging. BRAND NEW MOFFAT GAS
POPE’S PHOTO STUDIO RANGE— 1 0 0  0 0
Dial 2883 535 Bernard Ave. Q„]y lO Y .w U
JUNG’S SHOE REPAIR. LOW I
Prices. Knlve.s and sclssor.s _
sharpened 20c: also hand .saw s, WEST1NOIIOU8E LAUNDRO- 
267 Leon Ave. Th-tf MAT Washer and dryer.
PASl^REPA IR SERV1CE” oN - -  295.00
power mowers.  ̂ NEW GENERAL |  o n  AA
chn IV saws WASHER U o .U U
S 'K 'S k t" : A» " ““ S'* A'™™*™ 75.0QTh., Sat-tflw a sher   ........ »
YOU ALWAYS DO BETTER 
AT
1955 DODGE ROYAL — Power
brake, automatic transmission, 
sportone paint, custom radio, 
beautifuly appointed inside and 
out. Contact Moe Young, Lipsett 
Motors. 2160 or 3387. 178
1956 MONARCH SEDAN — Auto­
matic transmission, p o w e r  
brakes, custom radio, two tone 
paint. This car is in excellent 
condition. Phone Nick Turk at 
Lipsett Motors 3387. 178
195.''. PLYMOUTH V8 SEDAN -  
pow’er steering, powerflite trans- 
mision, two tone paint, good rub­
ber. Phone Art Perry at Lipsett 
Motors 3387. Will take older car 
in trade. 178
WATCH “CARS AND TRUCKS 
for sale”—there are some great 
bargains listed every Issue of the 
Courier. 32-tff
MUST BE SOLD THIS WEEK- 
1956 Volkswagen. What offers? 




N ational food m anufacturer 
requires the  services of 
detail salesman for th e  B.C. 
In terio r under th ir ty  years 
of age, single or m arried  
bu t w illing  to accept tran s­
fers. Salary  and expenses 
com pany car supplied. E x­
cellent pension and  fam ily 
protection plan, hospita 
m edical and life insurance 
Reply stating age, m arita l 
status, past experience and 
salary  expected to  Box 
4440C Kelowna Courier.
178
S. M. SIMPSON LTD. can accept 
limited number of orders for 
box cuttings. Phone Simpson’s 
Fuel Department 3411. 
______________ 168, 171, 174, 177
jardening and Nursery
AFRICAN VIOLETS MANY 
double varieties, also violet and 
fern stand. Phone 8239.  180
TONS OF GOOD MANURE 
Minimum delivery ton load at 
$5.00. Phone 4116.__________ ^
ROTOTILLING AND PLOUGH- 
ing done. Phone 3104. tf
RATES
Standard TyP«
No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
I In sertion_____ per word 3<
D R I V E - I N
VERNON —  Highway 97 North At City Limits
PARAMOUNT PHONE3111
No need to wait In line when you use Book Tickets
Now Showing —-  Twice Nightly — 7:00 and 9:05 p.m.
JE T -F L A M E  A c t lO f i!  1 2 - -
Last Time Tonight 
DOUBLE BILL
"RUN OF THE 
ARROW"
Western Drama in Color 
Rod Steiger, Ralph Meeker, 
Olive Carey
A story of a southerner who 
sided with the Sioux Indians 
against his former Northern 
1 enemies,
—  ALSO —
"GIRL IN THE 
KREMLIN"
Crime Drama 
I Lex Barker, Zsa Zsa Gabor
Secret of the Kremlin life, 
exposed.
consecutive
insertions  ___per word
3 consecutive insertions 
or m o re  :___  per word 2<
Classified Display
One Insertion------------ $1.12 inch
consecutive
•Insertions _______ _—  1.05 Inch
3 consecutive insertions 
or m ore------------ -— Inch
Classified Cards
3 count lines daily _$ 9.00 month 
Daily for 6 months _  8.50 month 
Bach additional line .  2.00 month
One inch daily ____17.50 month j
Jne inch




JE T -H O T  T H R IL L S !
HOWARD HUOHES’
J E T  P K L O T
JOHN WAYNE • JANET LEIGH
u . s . aiT fo rce
"JAYafUPPEN PAULFK HANS (WilEO «,*,g 
TECHN ICOLO R* W
R.u»«l»ybNIVERSAUINTERNA'nOtslAL* »
Saturday Continuous from 1:00 —  Cartoons 
COMING MONDAY —  DOUBLE BILL
"B A N D  OF ANGELS" 
'S H O O TO U T A T  M E D IC IN E  BEND
COMING
Friday and Saturday 
March 28 and 29
"BUNDLE 
OF JOY"
I Comedy Drama with Music 
in Color
Eddie Fisher, Debbie 
I Reynolds, Adolphe Menjou
Show  s ta rts  a t  
7 and 9 p.m. 
B O X O F n C E  
AND SNACK BAR 
open one hour before 
show time.
Help Wanted
1941 FORD SEDAN — MOTOR 
and body good condition. $90.00. 
Phone 8592 after 5 p.m. 180
SOON TO BE SOLD FOR "A 
SONG!’’—'50 Morris Minor with 
brand new clutch (and receipt 
to prove it), battery like new, 
compression, excellent running 
gear, three dozen miles to the 
gallon of gas, etc. etc. Apply to 
215G Long St,, a t corner of Glen- 
wood. No reasonable offer re­
fused!
WASHERS
1957 HALF-TON FORD TRUCK 
—Like new. very low mileage, 
new car warranty. Can bo fi­
nanced. w ill take small trade. 







Experienced men wanted by West Coast manufacturer 
to cover Interior British Columbia on a commission basis. 
Please reply stating experience, age, marital status, etc. 
All replies confidential.
BOX 4368M, KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
F O R  R E A L  
E N J O Y M E N T
... .
WRECKING
1950 Chev.: 1949 Chov,: 1951
Ford: 1049 Meteor; l̂ l.SO Meteor;
1951 Chrysler :• 1947 Pontiac 8;
1947 Mercury 118. For further 
information contact us direct, 
Gem Auto Service, Held’s 
Corner. Phone 3812. 100
LOANE'S
177
WM. MOS.S PAINTING AND 
DECORATING contractor. Kel­
owna. B.C. Exterior npd Interior 
painting. nai>cr hanging, Phono 
your rcqulrcmenta noW, 3578
_______  M, Th. rt
VATlNO WASHING MACHINE
U nZ ^Snllc tankS Phono’ 2 ® ^  electric stove. Both In good linos. BcpUc tanks. Londltlon. Phono 4018 after 6 p.m.
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR- 




THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF KELOWNA
TYPIST, FILING CLERK and RECEPTIONIST
Applications will be received by the undersigned up to .'ind 
including Monday, March 31st, 1958, for the position of| 
Typist, Filing Clerk and Receptionist in the Engineering 
Department.
Applications arc requested to state age, education, qualifica­
tions, office experience, if any, references and date on which 
services will be available, together with any other personal 
information.
H. M. TRUEMAN, Work Superintendent. |
City Hall, 1435 Water Street,
March 24th, 1958, ,
17D
CAR BUYERS, BEFORE YOU 
buy your now or Into mpdol car, 
SCO us about our low cost financ­
ing service, nvnllnblc for cither 
dealer or private .sales. Carruth- 





253 Lawrence Ave.. Kelowna,. 
Telephone 2340




ROOM AND BOARD 
aon ^ve. Phqne 4460
TMLaw-
IN)
U0 ca« AND BOARD ««nUe- 
men prefannsd.
' ■ , ,  ̂ , 183
' ^ ' ' ^ u e s t ,"'h 6 u s e 'T '' 
Kxelutdw residence for, retired 










Retail Food M arket in Kelowna wants 
A  MALE APPRENTICE MEAT CUTJER
Apply in ^ w n  handwnting stating Education, 
Retail Experience, etc.
THE DAILY COURIEk
b u t  t h e  b e e r  
m u s t  h  e
r v A AICKI OUALIK
it
f o r
r B E E  D E L IV E R Y
Phone 22 24
s a n a t ■atnutru>»n3ii*fnvi>Z '
8ICKB ' c:a p i u a n o
OREWERV LIM ITED
»M0»
CONTRACT BRIDGE h ea lth  c o iu m n
By B. JAV BECKER 









ferent from Forquet's and bid two 
spades.
When Avarelli’s four heart bid 
rolled around to SUodor, he could 
not be blamed for bidding (our 
spades with his tempting hand 
not only because there appeared 
to be a genuine chance of making 
the contract, but also because it 
seemed extremely likely (our 
hearts would be made.
Silodor lost three diamonds and 
a heart. Down one — 200 points. 
So the American team lost 500 
points on the deal which, trans­
lated into IMP’S, cost us 6 points.
Again it is not easy to point 
the finger of blame. Was Craw­
ford's Judgment bad. or was Silo­
dor at fault for not using For- 
qui'l’s hurry-up tactics? Or was 












South West IJorth 
Becker Ferguel Crow- 
ford
2 9
opening lead—ace of spades.
This hand camc.up inyihe sec­
ond session of the match against 
the Italians, in the course of 
which the American team lost ll 
IMPS to fa ll , 25 points behind 
Italy.
The bidding at my table found 
our side in the five level before 
the first round of bidding was
m«n.h. .o - . .b o . . . . -  .  Spokane
How To Determine Your 
Caloric Requirements









counts for my opening bid. The 
two bid indicated a hand of less 
than normal opening bid strength.
Forquet countered by leaping 
four spades. Crawford was now 
faced with a difficult proposition. 
Despite his high card strength 
there was no assurance four 
•pades could be beaten, and there 
was furthermore a distinct possi­
bility my hand was such that five 
hearts could be made, or else that 
live hearts would prove to bv a 
gbod sac.'ifica bid.
In any case, he^guessed wrong 
and bid five hearts. Siniscalco 
doubled and we went down tw o - 
300 points—losing three spades 
and a club.
At the other table the bidding 
went as follows:
' South Weat North Ipst 
X^Ua- Bilodcr AvaraUi Jtapat 
ionna ^
i 2 4
yp taa  4 4  DWo
The Italian pair were also 
using two bids similar to ours. 
Belladonna opened with two 
hearts. Silodor took a view dif-
International Railroad Company 
freight train was reported Tues­
day by President F. C. Rummel.
He said a tie and .several 
spikes were laid across tracks 
in such a way as to cause a 
derailment Monday night near 
Samuels in northern Idaho.
"A wreck was avoided when 
the engineer saw the obstruction 
and ‘dynamited’ the train, bring­
ing it to a fast halt.” he said.
Rummel asked the FBI to help 
investigation of a Feb. 17 derail­
ment when 17 cars and two loco­
motives were derailed in north­
ern Idaho.
Three locomotives and several 
cars were derailed last October; 
a switch was dismantled on Sept. 
11 near Moyie Springs. Idaho, 
and an eight-foot piece of rail 
was placed across tracks in 
north Idaho July 21. 1957. Rum­
mel called all of the incidents 
sabotage.
The road operates only freight 
service between Spokane to the 
Canadian border through north 
ern Idaho.
DAILY CROSSWORD
By Herman N. Bundesen. M.D.
Almost everyone is calorie- 
conscious these days. With all 
the publicity given to reducing 
diets of one sort or another, you 
can’t help but be aware of the 
major role the calorie plays in 
our everyday health — especially 
in regard to weight.
But how many of you know 
your own daily calorie require­
ments’’ Probably very few.
MORE CALORIES FOR MEN 
Men generally need more cal­
orics than do women. People 
who do >i lot of phyical work 
need more than those who are 
less active. Age ^Iso plays a part 
in determining the daily caloric 
needs.
To help you find your per­
sonal calorie requirements, here 
is a simple formula used by 
many doctors:
In a general way, you can 
determine the basic caloric ex­
penditure of almost any adult 
during a 21 hour period by mul­
tiplying the ideal weight by 10.
• If any individual is female, 
short, cidorly, subtract 100 to 200 
calories. If the person is male, 
young, tall, add 100 to 200 cal­
ories.
ACTIVE PERSON
For a person who is active 
physically during the day, add 
from 50 to 75 per cent more than 
the basic requirements. If the 
person had ordinary light ac- 
tivties, add 30 per cent more 
than the basic calories.
Let’s take a couple of exam­
ples to show how you cgn figure 
your ow'n diet needs.
If you are a man of 25, your 
weight should be about 140 
pounds. Multiplying this weight 
(140) by 10. we get 1,400. Since 
you are a young man, add 200. 
This gives a total of 1,600 jpalo- 
ries.
If you carry on a moderate 
amount of activity, add 50 per 
cent, or, in this case, 800. This 
gives you a total daily require­
ment of approximately 2,400 
calories. Consuming many more 
calories than that will only add 
unwanted weight.
To cite one more example: Say 
you are a woman, about 55 years 
old. In this case,* also, the ideal 
weight would be about 140 pounds. 
But the . caloric requirements are 
different.
FEWER CALORIES NEEDED
Multiplying 140 pounds by 10
I'T 7 /  Y-»ou tmtn as wea*» STOP WSHTlNSuSeNTUMW 
TOUTtEOfpmiASt/
we again get a total of 1,400. 
But because this is an elderly 
woman, we deduct 100. A >voman 
of 55 generally is not overly ac­
tive physically—I know I’ll get 
an argument about this from 
many of you—so we add only 30 
per cent. Thus, the maintenance 
diet should consist of about 1,W0 
or 1,700 calories.
I want to emphasize one more 
thing. If you think you are get­
ting far too many calories and 
want to lose weight, check with 
your doctor before embarking 
oh any stringent reducing diet. 
QUESTION AND ANSWER
T. R.: I have a breast tumor. 
I have been advised to have a 
biopsy made to determine 
whether it is malignant or not. 
What would you advise?
Answer: B y ' all means have 
this te.st performed.___________
■3 •
S  1 1
VOU HAVEN'T HEARP THI CNO C3P , 
THIS, Wf U 9  -  l U  n«HT VOU t o  TH t 1 
SUPAEMe CX5URT? l U  SEE YOU P4 ■ 
‘p r is o n  WHERE YOU
A »A 990U T ' 
IP VOU DON'T 
a A M  UP ANO 
RaAx.j.$tAKUD;' 




ANO w e eo n *  
KNOW IT*
JUSTIETMS
YOU WANT TO 
SEARCH AW ROOM, 
W0LPY...1'LL 
leave THE KEY 
IN THE DOOR.,
'THANKS, RU.1 
THE S m  GOES, 
TORAAE.
X GUESS WE JOKPSl NICE THING ABOUT 
ONMBiBUZ. BUT THE BRITISH,-THEY 
IT’S BEEN FUN I HAVE SUCH CHMMIItE 
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PRINCE GEORGE (CP) — 
Robert A. Jenkins, former min­
ister of St. Andrew’s Lutheran 
Presbyterian Church, has been 
sentenced to a second jail term 
of two years less one day for 
forging endorsements on old-age 
pension cheques.
The 53-year-old, self - styled 
minister now is serving out Lis 
first sentence in the provincial 
jail here after being convicted 
on a similar charge last Novem­
ber.
After more than a full day of 
testimony presented by crown 
prosecutor Frank S. Perry, Jenk­
ins was convicted on nine of the 
17 counts against him. It was al­
leged that he forged the endorse­
ments of two people after obtain­
ing their pension cheques from a 
box in the Vanderhoof Post Of­
fice.
W E U , BUZ SAWVIRUBO THIS tS
WHY YOU TOOK SO LONG TO RETURN TO TUB 
, PINING ROOMI AND IN ttiR OWN ROOM!
NO, I'M SOIMO 
ALONE. I  ONLY HAVE 
ENOU6H EOUlPMENT 
FOR ONE MAW.'
WNyWASWT ^  
TWAT SUS LA(>lCHEO 
ONE OP ITS MISSILES 
AT U S ?
X OOWT KNOW, WEVE 
BSEM C(RCL1NS 
ABOVE IT-BUT
WE'RE COINS T D P U U - in «  WAl 
AWAY WOW-v
VWWÂ OMNai 
LOWER. CO YtX) 
INTENPTDH ir]
' YES. l i t  aST READY Tl'mNKWR 
•TO 50 R?RASWM-.POTool CAWi 
THINK M30 CAN KEEP THE 




PRESTON, Ont. (CP) — Stu­
dents at Preston high school have 
adopted a white rat that was 
used in malnutrition experiments. 
Even the girls are helping to 
care for it. ,
YOUR HOROSCOPE
By ESTRELLITA
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If you don’t concentrate solely 
on monetary returns,, but do seek 
to better. your, .efforts and the 
quality of your work, and play 
your day sensibly, you can have 
a productive and interesting day 
on the whole. Oxer taxing your­
self to achieve unreasonable ob­
jectives won’t pay.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY 
If tomorrow is yoiir birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that 
you can make great progress in 
your search for happiness and 
security during the coming year. 
Solutions to difficult problems 
should be comparatively easy 
now—quite possibly with the help 
of persons keenly interested in 
your aims. ■_____
During the next six months, 
both business and creative tal­
ents will be under fine stimuli 
and, with this -incentive, you 
should V easily find ways and 
means, to better your job and 
financial status. Self-develop­
ment will also be an important 
part of your progress this year 
and this ca n . be achieved by 
broadening your horizons, cul­
turally anu socially—especially 
between June and October. Do­
mestic happiness is in your stars, 
too, but be alert to a possible 
perio(i of stress in this connection 
during November. With tact, 
you can avoid it.
A child borii on this day will 
be versatile, artistically inclified 
and a keen student of human 
nature.
3-n
THE OLD HOME TOWN
P-S-S-ST. THATS DEMOLIT T I KNOW THAT UTH-E 
DUSAN^ BABY-SITTEI? MONSTE!?. WHEN HE -K 
HER BODYGUARD—j | iWO OFMY THPRMOMETE(^s! 
I JUST HAD TO let HIM ■
SWEAT IT OUT HIS OWN WAY!
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE -  Here’i  how to work U:
A X Y D L B A A X R 
U L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands (or another, In this sample A Is u.scd 
for the three L's. X (or the two O’s, etc. Single letters. i»iiostroi)lu'3, 
the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters are difforenL
A CRYTOGRAM QUOTATION
J F D Y G D Y G W V Y P N X  T L .1 D L 
Y P HA R P X H X Q R S X 11 S V H A R I W B H 
-  A R D q  V .
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: GOOD WORDS ARE WORTH MUCH, 
AND COST LITTLE -  HERBERT.
ON THE HOME-SWGET-HOME F(?OAiT
A .1— fc». ,A*I, .IIKT. 3-Z7
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
THURSDAY 
MARCH 27  
1:30 p.m.
Motor Bike, Davenport Chesterfield, Tabic and Chairs, 
Vacuum Cleaners, Dishes, Tools, Round Oak Table, Ladies 
Clothes. Stoves, Sawdust and Wood or Coal, Doors and 
Windows, Electric Motor.
, I  . ' ,
And inaiiy m r^ . numcjfiNU to mctillon
OKANAGAN TRADING POST
Vernon R d ., 3  miles from  Kelownn, Phone M 3 3
TWE UME6TOMB WPIOWANLurayCAve.VA. _ . 
GTRlKiMO 6TONE PIPES 
PR(X>OCES MUSICAL NOTES OF 
SEVERAL OCTAVna
MtNIATUftE 
flFFBL \  
TOWIR. '
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I WAS AT IT 
I REPAIRED th e  




NO. I HAD TO 






I  WISH SHFO H J H F  
_ GIVE MHACMANCH 4 








OBANOMA, ARE YOU 
GONNA PLANT MORE 




NKCE. JUICY, SWEET 
ONES./, ^
.TH* k i n d  t h a t  D IS A P P E A R E O ]  
F R O M  Y O U R  G A R D E N  SO i 
M U C H  L A S T S U M M E R / f ' '
A  SEAUTV 1
vr
j f  light as\ A FEATHEjZ! 
AND EASY 
TO HANDLE!
itr,«y haiaftWM' 8i|lui krMnN
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T A L K 0«i
: Great Slave Lake Fishing Said 
i Toughest Sport In N. America
• EDMONTON <CPi — Each (63.000 pounds of the inconnu, a
• winter, as late as AprU. Ecscral fyuud only in the Mackenzie Ba- 
;; hundred fishermen set up their inconnu—or "unknown"
;  first found by French cx.
• Their variety of fi ihii^p is ^x'r• plorcrs. and w e i g h 10 to 15 
t  haps the toughest in Nortir Am*!pounds.
•  erica. Out on the icy reaches of! The 1937 catchy was m u ^  
•• the lake, swept by gales that canih i g h c r More than 2.100,000 
m knock the temperature down to pounds of whitefish and from 
-  50 below zero, they live in heatcd.jwere taken, as well as 81.8M 
"• covered sleighs and dip iwrhapsil^unds of pike and 54.300 pounds 
1 1,500 yards of gill net through’of inconnu.
•  holes into the black depths. j Federal fisheries inspector C
•  REDUCED DEMA.ND B. Whitney says the big 1957
•  Snowmobiles from Hay R iv e r ,  catch overloaded American mar- 
Z K.W.T., 500 milc.s north of Ed- kets and cut down the demand
•  m o n to n .  p ic k  u p  th e  q u ic k - f ro z e n  th is  y e a r .  • _____
■ harvest to be flown to markets Nevertheless, the cabtwses dot- 
I  In Chicago and New York. jted the lake this past winter.
• variety similar to whitefi.sh andi Trout brought 20 cents a pound,
•  The catch was down this win-’although it usually range.s up to 
:  ter. Fishermen netted about l . - 30 cents a iwund U-sual prices for
• 500,000 i;)Ounds of whilcfish and whilefiiih arc between 15 and -0
" trout. 9LOOO pounds of pike and cents^___________________ __
%







Discuss A rt, Racetracks
By m E  CANADIAN ERESS |nnd wrote a law which declares 
A Ubcral member of the On-
tario legislature says electricity! secrecy
u.sers in the province have bccnjjf, 
overcharged more than 5100,000. ” " "
TOE DAUT CODIIBB ,|A
TircR.. MAR. Sr, 1#M
by the Ontario 
Power Commis-
CAN DO WORK OF DOZENS OF STATIONS
Shown in flight here for the 
first time is the U.S. navy’s 
"flying saucer" radar research 
plane, a craft capable of spot­
ting aircraft “ from the fringes 
of space all the way aown to
the surface of the earth” . The 
strange craft, which looks like 
a "flying saucer" riding piggy 
back on an airplane, was photo­
graphed while flying from the 
South Weymouth, Mass., naval
air station. Big radome housos 
antenna or a suixir-vision elec­
tronic eye able to do the work 
of dozens of ground radar sta- 
tion.s. The big disk is 37 feet in 
diameter.
000 since 1949 
Hydro-Electric 
sion.
Ross Whichef’s remarks Mon­
day were among the highlights 
of a day in which the provincial 
legislatures touched on .such .sub­
jects as art, secret municipal 
council meetings, a race track 
and janitors working at an Ed­
monton auditorium.
Mr. Whicher said the hydro 
commission is supposed to pro­
of a municipality's business
The Saskatchewan House was 
told that "one of the finest col 
lections of paintings to be found 
on the North American continet" 
is deteriorating in a rotting build­
ing. four miles south of St, Wal- 
burg.
Liberal F. E. Foley, during a 
discussion of estimates, asked 
wbat the CCF government in­
tends to do about the Linhoff col­
lection, now maintained by Carl 
Linhoff, the painters’ son.
Travel and Information Minis-
A rt lovers 
Statue
intends to do something
(about the paintings, but hasj^jjg cash .
Every \Noman l ooks l o v e l i e r  
in . Ti .  *
There's good reason why Gothic becomes more 
women than any other b ra  on the market today . The 
secret lies in the cleverly constructed bust cups and in 
the firming Cordtex* inserts. If you haven’t worn a 
Gothic bro . get fitted today . You’ll find it’s pretty 
too and for lasting freshness.
In em broidered broadcloth and elastic $2.00. 
O ther styles from $1 .75 .
By HAL COOPER
LONDON (AP) — A dreadful 
row has broken out here over a 
proposed change in site for a 
statue of King James II.
Leading artists, architects and 
art lovers are beating each other 
over the head with adjectives, 
citations from history and even 
cold logic. Letters have been 
written to the papers. Statements 
have been made in Parliament. 
So far Jimmy the Two—as be 
known, to the Cockney ele­
ment—is still firmly planted next 
to George Washington in front of 
the National Gallery, overshad­
owed by the towering Nelson 
monument in Trafalgar Square. 
Sentiment on what to do with 
him seems divided among four 
propositions:
1. Leave him where he is.
2. Pack him off to arty-smarty 
Chelsea.
3. Set him up . in front of the 
foreign office.
4. Chuck him in the Thames.
PLANNED MOVE
The royal rumpus was touched 
off March 4 by the ministry of 
works. It announced in the House 
of Common’s it plans to move 
Jimmy the Two (o make way for 
a new statue of Sir Waltqr Ral 
cigh. the old cloak - and - puddle 
man.
The to - do that followed got 
.Jimmy the' Two more attention 
than at any time since 1688, when 
i he was run off the . throne. The 
(first shot was fired by Roger Ful- 
1 ford, a writer of royal histories, 
I who thundered in a letter to The 
I Times:
VESSEL. MISSING
ATHENS, Greece <AP) — The 
small Greek coastal vessel Dode- 
canessos t o d a y  was reported 
■ /  C jiw iJ iiB  Imis.sing and presumably lost withC w¥ c tT h passengers
I r I I I m  ^  h /1 % 1 1  v V  (aboard. The ship was caught in
w  a hurricane near Rhodes Satur-
, .  , j  j  .u ■ ■ . day. and nothing has been heardkm c o n t e n d e d ,  the ministry
vide power at cost, but has had . „  r> -j u- j
a surplus every year since 1949 
—the 1956 surplus amounting 
almost $20,000,000. j  i
"What arc you going to do— plans,  
pay the provincial debt with’ ’̂O’*' ENOUGH WORK 
hydro surpluses?" he asked thej At Edmonton, Liberal A. J 
Progressive Conservative govern-; Sootaert said he has heard it
Car Crash 
Man Beserk
TORONTO (C P)-A  man ran 
into a house after a thrctHtnr 
crash Wednesday, threw himself 
out a second-storey window, dash- 
eijl back into the * building and 
jumped again.
He was pinned down by a by­
stander until police arrived. Po­
lice said they could not immedi­
ately determine his connection 
with the accident.
Mrs. Anna Barris, 63. said she 
looked out her front ddor when 
she heard the crash and saw a 
man ninning toward her. He ran 
past her upstairs and dived 
through a window 16 feet from 
the ground.
Mrs. Barris said the man next 
ran In the back door and jumped 
again.
Three pcr,«ons were injured in
mont..
TOO MUCH SECRECY
Conservative Arthur Child at­
tacked secret municipal council 
meetings, saying: ". . . munic­
ipal councils in every part of the
takes five janitors to do the work 
of one man in the Northern Al­
berta Jubilee Auditorium in Ed­
monton.
lie said he does not know how 
accurate his information is. but
should bring Charles in from h isu  
present site in front of the Royal 
Chelsea Hospital and set him up| 
in front of the National Gallery, j 
too. i
One Roger Wimbush said by all 
means let James stand with! 
Charles—but in Chelsea, not Tra-j 
falgar Square. |
What may have been the next-; 
to-last-word came from historian; 
George Macaulay Trevelyan, who; 
wanted James left with Washing-; 
ton for this reason:
"It seems to me peculiarly suit­
able to have the statue of the 
man whom we got rid of on one 
side and the man who got rid of 
us on the other."
The last word, from the minis­
try of works, is yet to come. The 
betting is that James will get 
what he got in 1688: His walking 
papers.
province arc getting away with (he would like to know how many 
murder in keeping public news (are working and their wages, 
away from the public.” i Progressive Conservative Op-
“It’s time somebody stepped in'position L e a d e r  Duff Roblin
charged the Liberal Progressive 
Manitoba government with short 
circuiting parliamentary rights 
when it underwrote a ^00,000 
bond-buying guarantee for As- 
siniboia Downs race track.
"If the government is allowed 
to use public funds without legis­
lative consent and control on 
something which is not their pur­
pose . . , then the government 




Just Rabbit | 
St)y Kiwis
DUNEDIN, N.Z. (CP)-Fears 
that a "super rabbit" has ap­
peared in New Zealand arc dis­
counted by government fficials. 




. more >they declare, but made 
cunniiig by adversity. |
New Zealand is conducting an 
all-out campaign to rid the coun- 
Lct the king continue to standi try of-Jrabbits. In the last ido 
. _ ... - , , — --■+years they have caused an enor­
mous amount of damage to, pas-
letiuvuei^
*TrodR Marks Reo'd*
—the choice of fashionable women the world over
GOTHIC . lAHONO • DAISY FRtSH • NUBACK • IILY OP FRANCI • TEENPORM
close to George Washington so 
i that Amei^ican visitors may gaze 
Iwith respect on that Stuart sov- 
jereign who, when Duke of York, 
gave his name to their most fam­
ous city.’-’ ,
Herbert Grinisditch of London 
retorted that James was unfit to 
share the company "of those 
great gentlemen. Nelson and 
Washington," and said the min­
istry should "drop him into the 
Thames,"
BRING IN CHARLES
Painter Thomas Bodkin pointed 
out that the James statue was 
half of a pair, the other half be­
ing his brother, King Charles II.
Instead of moving James, Bod-
ture and efiorts to control them 
have cost a huge sum.
In the last few years a killer 
campaign has been in progress; 
with spectacular results. Areas I 
once over-run with rabbits now | 
are completely free of them. As 
part of the campaign it has been 
made illegal to sell cither rabbit 
skins or flesh. The idea is to 
make rabbits completely value­
less to anyone tempted to "rab-ij 
bit farm.
'5r5Aj.
X ' ' V- •"* . y ‘ Iv  i"
Photo by Stockf
MEAT INDUSTRY
Canada in 1956 had 154 meat­
packing plants employing more 
than 24,000 workers.
:\fi
You h a v e  probably asked yourself this question
many times. The answer we feel is obvious. There is no 
doubt th a t across Canada the swing is to John Piefen- 
baker and his team  of Conservatives. The definite feel­
ing is th a t M r. and Mrs. Canada want a Conservative 
governm ent/and this, we arc sure you w ill agree, will 
be proved on M arch 31.
I t  h a s  b e e n  2 3  y e a rs  sin ce  t h is  a r e a  h a d  a  m e m b e r
sitting on the government side of the house. In the past 
men have represented this riding, but not once has sat 
with the government to represent you, the farmers, orch- 
ardists, working men and women, business men and 
housewives. The Diefenbaker government is fu lly  aware 
of the problems in this riding. Let's give Dave Pugh, 
John Diefenbaker and the Conservative team a chance 
to got things done.
The trend is to John Dielfenbaker and his goyerh-\ 
m ent so why not send another Conservative member-to 
O ttaw a in the person of Dave Pugh? Ddvo is an excellent 
man ond you can.rest assured be w ill do everything with:' 
in the bounds of human endeavour to get things done 
l i io U lilill it  be done in this riding. He makes but one 
l îiFWOfk intelligently, aggressively and enthus-
' ' ' ' : • ' ' ' , '
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F A N a PEASi^r^;!"’
PEAS CARROTS“ i ' ^  ..
GREEN BEANS 2 >”  39c
PORK BEANS 













Leaf, Cryovac - - - - - - - lb.
Regular, Maple Loaf, 
Smoked . . .  lb.
Maple Leaf,
Cryovac Halves ,  -  lb.
Eviscerated, 
Maple M at,









Bunches 2 t o r l 9 c
Pontiac, Malko Mac, Can.
No. 2 ,2 5  lb. cello bag -  -
RADISHES
Cello .. -  - -  -  - 2 i  ^® '^ 2 5 C
FREE DEUVERY-is as near as your phone from
HALL BROTHERS LTD.
Okanagan MUsion
BOB'S DELUXE MEATS 
AND GROCERIES
1902 Pepdoxt !̂ t. V - Phono 2763
HARDIE'S GENERAL STORE




V. I. Fowler ,
NOTON &  SIMKINS
2091 Richter St.
KLO GROCERY
EAST KEIX)WNA —  PIIONf^^ 69M
P E H M A N  BROS.
1302 St. P u l  St.
NEWTON'S GROCERY
'  SST EIUsSt.
CENTRAL STORE





SupplieO by • 
Ddlum Brown iave3stn>eQts Ltd 
m m  Bernard Ave.
** Today's lia ite n i rricca
% tas at 12 noon)
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P.A . OU 
D C. Forest 
B.C. Phone 
Bell Phone 
Change iB .C . Power 
4- .28. Canadian O il 
4 .05 CPR  
4- .24‘Cons Paper 
iCons M  and S 
.75 D ist Seag 
4- .o iiF am  Players  
— .61; Ford A 
4- .19 Im p O il
,  ' Ind Accep
•  INVESTMENT FUNDS .Inland Gas 
Prices onolcd on a net basts' | int Nickel
KHRUSHCHEV
10 Industrial













2U1 Cdn Compound 
All Cdn Dividend 5.15




Jrans-Canada "B” 24.65 
Trans-Canada “ C” 5,10













J i .b .l .
ilud  Bay 
'Noranda 


















A. V. Roe 
Steel of Can 









Two bottles for the regular 
price 1 9 * ;
Contains absorbable lanolin to 
condition the hair.
L O N G
SUPER DRUGS LTD.














Cent Del Rio 
Fort St. John 
Home Oil A 








N. Ont Gas . 10%
Trans Canada C 28% 



















































four weeks after surgery.
SPRAY POWDER ON HEART
(Continued From Page 1) operaUon to the
them for t te  approval of the S u - f e S ^ T u ^ 3 f y X . 1 d a S “ ^ ^
____________ _ _  S S  on parUamenfsP*^ .
Mnedonald. s e c r e t a r y  of the^agenda is the question of a ban 
United Church of Canada’s boardjon thermonuclear w e a p ^ . For- 
of home missions, s a y s  ‘‘thejeign Minister Andrei Gromykoj
Overchurching 
Is Deplored
TORONTO tCP) -  Rev. M. C.
opened and scraped. The surgeon 
then uses an atomizer to spray 
magnesium siiicate. a white pow­
der. '6ver the heart's surface.
The powder produces a severe 
inflammatory reaction that goads
the heart Into growing new blood 
vessels to feed the original cor­
onary vessels.
The powder Is allowed to re­
main on the heart, and constantly 
irritates its surface into pro-
THE DAILY COURIER
THUR.. MAR. 27.
during new blood vessels. But it 
causes no discomfort to the pa­
tient.
greatest scandal of Protestantism 
is the indefensible overchurching 
of rural !w*tUeinent3.”
Competition among Christian 
denominations in thinly populated 
communities is a sinM waste of 
missionary funds, be said in his 
annual report on home missions 
and church extension.
A summary of the report was 




Okanagan Investments Limited 
280 Elemard Avenue, 
Kelowna. B.C.




MONTREAL (CP) — The as 
sembly of the National CouncU of 
Hospital Auxiliaries of Canada 
will hold its annual meeting here 
April 23, it was announced Sat- 
u r  d a y. Provincial associations 
will send two voting delegates 
each.
Marie Curie, who, with her 
husband Pierre, discovered ra­
dium in 1898 once made the re­
mark that "Nothing is to be 
feared. It is only to be under­
stood.".
5th Victory Loan 
3% due 1959 99.80 99.85
6th Victory Loan 
3% due 1960 99.05 99.20
7th Victory Loan 
3% due 1962 97.90 98.05
8th Victory Loan 
3% due 1963 96.75 97.00
9th Victory Loan 
3% due 1966 95.75 96.00
ProvinclaU
Manitoba Hydro 
5% due 1977 102% —
Saskatchewan
5% due 1977 102.00 —
Ontario Hydro
5% due 1965 1023/4 —
Ontario Hydro
5% due 1977 103V4 104.00
Ontario
5% due 1964 102% 103V4
Ontario
5% due 1975 104.00 —
Corporations 
Abitibi
4%% due 1966 96.00 96%
B.A. Oil
5% due 1977 101% 103.00
B.C. Electric
5% due 1977 101.00 101%
Home Oil
5% due 1971 115.00 118.00
Woodward’s
5% due 1977 107.00 109.00
Inland Nt. Gas
5%% due 1977 . 101.00 103.00
Loblaw
6% due 1977 103V4 —
WestcoastTr. "C”
5%% due 1988 lOSVe 106y4
Kelly Dpuglak
6% du^ 1977 99.00 99%'
Ex. Wts.
All quotations subject to market 
fluctuations.
will make a statement on this.  ̂
There was much speculation ini 
Western circles that the Soviet 
Union might announce it is halt 
ing further hydrogen bomb, tests 
in a dramatic bid to break the 
world disarmament deadlock.
The Council of Union, the first 
house in Russia’s Supreme Soviet, 
met for 56 minutes in a K rem ^ 
hall with party chief Nikita 
Khrushchev smiling over the pro­
ceedings.
BULGANIN APPLAUDED
Despite the expectations of Bul­
ganin’s replacement in the gov­
ernment, he was on hand thre<?, 
hours later Jor the opening of the | 
other house of parliament, the 
Council of Nationalities, of which 
he is a member. There was warm 
applause as he entered with other 
members of the ruling praesidium 
who are on the council.
The Council of Union adlopled 
an agenda presented by the party 
leaders which included four topics 
for joint sessions; election of a 
praesidium of the Supreme Soviet 
to act in the parliament’s ab­
sence: appointment of a now gov­
ernment; discussion of Khrush­
chev’s plan to reorganize the 
agricultural machinery system, 





DALLAS, Tex. (AP) — A Chi­
cago surgeon believes a new op­
eration that stimulates the growth 
of blood vessels on the surface 
of the heart could save half of the 
persons who now die of heart dis 
ease.
‘‘This is our only hope for sub- 
stantiallv reducing the heart 
death toll until we find the answer 
to atherosclerosis,” the f a t t y  
“rusting” inside blood vessels re­
garded as a major cause of heart 
attacks, said Dr. M. S. Mazel, 
who heloed perfect the operation
He said the operation, called a 
cardiopexy, has been used on 124 
heart patients at the Edgewater 
Hospital, Chicago, with 98 per 
cent success. All of the last 90 
patients have lived. Patients have 
gone back to work within three to
Mrs. Jean Miller, Canada's leading fashion artist, says:
McCLARY V 5
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“Line and colour . . . these are the 
essence of modem design, the 
virtues I strive for as I sketch the 
creations of the world’s great 
fashion houses. And how beauti­
fully line and colour are blended 
in the new McClary Range! My 
artist’s eye took instantly to its clean, 
uncluttered lines. . .  and what good 
taste yoii can sense in the dramatic 
use of chrome with aocents of 
black.”
> 4
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And look! Seven more miracle features 




” \ hk-». fV.,,', " .
TALKING DIAL CONTROLS
Main cooking heats are named on the knob. 
Frying, boiling — it’s simple to get the exact 
heat you want!
OVEN LIGHT
Turns on with special switch -r- you don't 
have to open the door, No fear of flat 
cakes with this feature!
CLEARVU OVEN DOOR
Double window won’t steam up, lets you 
check your baking and roasting without 
opening door. Saves precious oven hcatl
McCLARY OVEN-READY SIGNAL
Bright signal light goes on automatically 
when your oven is heated and ready to use. 
No guesswork and you save fuel too!
BROILER DRAWER
Good, wide surface for smokc-free broiling. 
Drawer glides smoothly, on quiet steel 
rollers.
CENTRE-SIMMER BURNERS
You have full control, from tiny flame to 
highest heat, because the Cchtrc-Simmcr is 
actually two burners in One! Centre section 
gives low, simmer flame — outer ripg nuto- 
mnticirily lights for full heat when you turn 
up the control.
GRIDS AND UNDERPANS
Designed for safety and cleanliness! Pots 
sit securely on Safe ’n Sure Grids; casy-lo- 
y clean und<;rpans catch spillovers. Finished in 
Awhitc or black; also available in colors — 





You Always Qo Better A t
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We sell merchandise that . 
Won’t come back . . .  to 
customers, that will.
Our Real Value Price 
This W eek Only
Factory-Fresh Brand New with G.E. Famous Features
e  MAGNETIC DOOR
A G.E. exclusive. Closes automatically, silently, surely. 
Tightly seals cold in—heat out.
f
o  REVOLVING SHELVES
Entirp contents' of the extra-strong, large shelves turn 
into full view, easy reach, with the touch of a finger.
•  FULL WIDTH FREEZER
Holds up to 48 packages of frozen foods. And full width 
Chiller Tray. Extra deep.
o  ROOMY VEGETABLE DRAWERS
Keep vegetables fresh and crisp. Each drawer holds % 
bushel. Stationary covers serve as extra shelf.
•  DIAL DEFROST
UNLESS QUALITY GOES ALONG WITH GOOD 
SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS THERE IS NO RI 
VALUE. THAT’S WHY WE BELIEVE IN SELLING 




594 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3039
The Business th a t Q uality  and Service Built
]
, UAROWARB APPUANCES -r- FURNITURE -  CHINA —  MUSIC 
P  . , ELECTRICAL —  TELEVISION
394 BERNARD aye . PHONE 2025
by FASHION-CRAFT, HART, CAMBRIDGE. 
Of the finest all-wool 'West of England Worsteds, 
Worsted Flannels, Bramble Twists, English and 
Scotch Tweeds. A splendid range of colors and 
patterns to choose from ■— all shades of grey, 
blues, browns, heathers — in plains, fine checks, 
Glen checks, neat stripes.
Expertly tailored to insure a perfect fit and give 
lasting satisfaction. Shape retaining . , . newest 
styles in 2 and 3 button models.
Tails — Regulars — Shorts -  
for every figure. ,
Sizes 35 to 44.
65.00, 69.50, 75 .00 , 85 .00
See these suits at Mcikic'a loda^l /  
Over 200 ((uality suits to choose from. 4'J
EASTER SPECIAL
20 suits — all-wool 
English worsteds — sizes 35 to 42
297 bp:r n a r d  a v e
e
KELOWNA
